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POETRY

NON-FICTION

THE
FALL
Luke Larkin

JUST FOR
ME
Mielle Hubbard

My late grandmother’s house is a vacant lot
between two Tudors like a missing tooth.
Wipe your shoes on a welcome mat of chicken wire and dirt;
please don’t disturb the bat, who doesn’t slumber behind the doorlamp.
Hang your coat on the creeping buttercup
that drips skyward where the closet used to be.
Watch for glass in the gravel living room,
the window broken once with a pinecone and again with a CAT.
Burrow into the basement,
ivory shag carpet eaten by insects.
Find remains of another sort,
blown-glass eyes and radiator ribs.
Take the dumbwaiter back to the surface
and spill out with the soil.
Set yourself on stone that sits in place of a stove
where my grandmother stumbled, overcome with a dizzy spell.
I think she came to term with something like how she only has two living children
and so many grandchildren who won’t drop by
until she falls from the terraced patio
and into a hospital bed
and away from a
home.

6

The first video I took is a twelve-second long, vertical shot of the New
Jewish Cemetery in Krakow, Poland. I was on a weekend trip to Poland
with two friends while on my study abroad in Berlin, and on our way to the
bus going home, with plenty of extra time, we decided to take a detour. I
took pictures but couldn’t capture the solemnity of the cemetery, or what it
felt like to be surrounded by innumerable slabs of stone so tightly- packed
and weathered that I couldn’t read any names beyond the second row.
The video jostles with my steps and is centered on a long path littered
with cracks and potholes with no end in sight. On either side are the gravestones, all covered with moss and flowers and sitting askew. Among the
stones are deciduous trees, bare and skeletal in February but reaching up
to a bright blue sky. Shadows stretch across the pathway and cover the
gravestones, making the moss in the sun seem to glow. My friend murmurs unintelligibly at the very beginning of the video, and then it’s the
sound of birds singing and my slow steps for twelve seconds.
That was in 2016, and since then I’ve taken videos of a Russian marching band playing in in St. Petersburg, my brother watching Bob Ross with
a chicken, rain falling into a creek in Stanley Park, my dad doing jumping
jacks in our front yard, and water lapping the shore of Flathead Lake.
One starts with a landscape view of my mom’s garden in the rain, an
untamed mass of green leaves dotted with orange tiger lilies and pink
poppies. Wooden lawn chairs and a homemade mobile chicken coop sit
soaked on the grass and trees cover the background. The camera slowly
sweeps to the right, showing the brick path and my dad’s bright red truck
in the driveway. More of the garden with more poppies come into view,
then the hill leading down to the shed with the white door and the forest
just beyond. All the while, the rain gently patters on the leaves, the roof,
my raincoat. Then the camera swings quickly to the right, all the way to
the open front door and my brother, Reuben, coming through it, taking up
half of the frame with his huge glasses and bright plaid shirt under a thick
winter coat. As the image focuses on his face, he purses his mouth to let
out a strange sound from the back of his throat, “Kkkhh-kkeehh.” His eyes
cross and the video ends. The whole thing lasts eleven seconds.
The videos are uneventful and unflattering; they’re the moments I
would forget if I didn’t record them. I watch them alone, when I’m sad. Or
when I want to feel sad.
Three men and one small woman, all wearing button-ups and ties de7
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spite clearly being at their own house party, stand behind a pong table
with red cups set up for a game of beer pong. Colored lights fall into the
top of the frame, and the housemates fall over each other. “Focus, damnit!”
Grant, on the left, yells. Ticia giggles, Liam says, “okay, okay, okay,” and
they all straighten up and smile. Seven seconds.
My dad stands on a short stage, the camera resting behind a railing so
he can’t see it. Pink, purple, and turquoise lights point at the ceiling and
illuminate beer signs at the Rocky Mountain Roadhouse’s, a tinny instrumental of Peace Love and Understanding plays in the background. He
stands on his toes to dance, bending his legs and swaying, and singing. “So
where are the strong,” his voice is loud and confident, “And who are the
trusted? Where is the,” his voice starts to strain as he belts, “Haaaaa-aaarmony? Sweet harmony!” Fourteen seconds.
The Flathead River rushes from the Hungry Horse Dam at the bottom
of a ravine lined with bushes and trees. The camera sweeps up and to the
right to my grandma on her tip-toes leaning over the concrete wall with her
hands clasped, hair pulled back in a butterfly clip, looking straight down
at the rock wall and not the water. “These actually aren’t very interesting
rocks,” she says casually, “They’re all the same thing.” She turns away from
the camera and the camera lowers to her feet. Nine seconds.
Reuben stands in the living room, the kitchen behind him, holding a
tiny brown chihuahua close to his face. He takes his lips off the top of the
dog’s head to say, “Oh my gosh, Mike,” he sounds close to tears despite his
huge smile, “You little baby boy.” He kisses Mike, who looks up and licks
Reuben’s lips. Reuben recoils, Mike looks down, and he kisses Mike on the
top of his head. Fourteen seconds.
My family walks away from the camera on a hiking trail in the Swan
mountains, my parents behind my aunt and uncle and cousins. My mom
has a saggy old blue backpack, my dad wears jeans cutoff at the knees and
a beige Camelback, and they’re holding hands. Three seconds.
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POETRY

UNB

Vanessa DeSoto

Transition back into the beginning,
stare at the blank page,
the anticipation waiting on the seams.
Eager eyes wander down the lines,
beating hearts echoing in pink dusted ears,
heaving chests to remind us of the lack of oxygen
as black ink seeps through to another page.
Hands quiver waiting for a thought takes bloom.
Starting from the back of the mind,
growing, sprouting, slowly taking root,
through the added pressure from intrusive thoughts.
Taken from the prettiest of flowers,
plucked before full bloom,
pulled out from the root.
Dropped into a clear vase with tap water,
deprived of the nutrition needed to survive on its own.
Keep the dead remnants in the vase,
all the water drained,
clinging to the condensation on the window pane.
The vase formed into a graveyard of memories of when
the sun didn’t burn freshly opened eyes.
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POETRY

A Poem on a Callus

A
POEM ON
Sampo Hall

palm readers map
origin like an albertson’s
and the only reason you should
behave is to pick the right flavor
as the sun irreversibly falls
you pluck a ripe avocado
and stand in a shopping mart
eyeing debt as we walk
and forgive our wide
mouth talk at each other
and I pay for the plastic and
carry you into a car that is just
a piece of a glacier as we are
thoroughly melting

A Poem on Carrots
an oven set to three
hundred or something years
julienne straws of orange
sit as the kitchen heats and
olives became oil acclimating
the pan sliding just as much
as I do against your black sequins

A Poem on Personal Climate

A Poem on Cauliflower

sweat drips
upon her dunes and
the sun rises and forgets
we have tea steeping
in green globes and
as I mow the lawn she stands
naked in a frontal window without
detergent or salt or pepper but
my father loans me the machine
and I am beyond pilled and
when she says thank you
next week or something
we forget jeans but I cannot
answer and as we cli-mate
into a peak room temperature
the penthouse becomes a sauna
and I forget again what
it feels like to be clean
or picked from a canopy
gallant and armored with a ripe
peach in my palm

some sort of dough
festers in a blue bowl
on a table I can’t remember
as you stir and compile the
feeling of now as if
you need to catch a flight
or high five after sex but
isn’t it funny how
tulips die and they are only
found in your mother’s house
by the blue window pane
or the smell of paint
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FICTION

MUSE
Alivia Zeiler
He watched the rolling green hills, the leaves of the oak shading his eyes
from the soft sun. He hummed as his fingers moved in familiar patterns,
striking chords he wasn’t listening to. His thoughts progressed to her, his
muse, how she used to travel with him when they were young singing and
dancing along his side. But now she wanted to settle in a old family home,
have kids and take over her father’s farm. She hadn’t understood; it wasn’t
a choice, he needed to move, explore, he had no time to be who she wanted
him to be. He sighed to himself as he fell deeper into the nook of the great
oak.
“Play for me?” A timid feminine voice caught his ear from behind the
tree. It startled his fingers into silence as he listened for movement, he was
miles from the nearest village; a child wouldn’t be out this far and a woman
shouldn’t be, he thought maybe it was an Aos is, that so many of his songs
spoke of.
He chuckled the thought away, and played to coax the voice out. He
gently picked up his lute and began to pluck the gut strings. He let his
fingers settle into the familiar chords remembering the first words of a
song he learned from Tinkerers but as he went to strum the first chord his
fingers resisted. They begged to hear a different song. A song from him and
only him.
The sound his lute and voice made next was not thought, it was felt,
cast away from him like heat from a fire. It was the sound of a man’s heart
breaking, the absence of warmth in an empty palm, the breath of relief after finally being pushed over the ledge. The lyrics that came from him like
a river told the story of a traveler; one who lost everything but his love of
the open road.
He didn’t know how long he played, but when he opened his eyes a
misty silhouette stood in front of him.
“That song, what was it?”
His eyes began to adjust to the dusk light; the woman who stood in front
of him was so slender and fragile he worried that if his next words were too
loud it would crumble her to dust. “The Curse of the Traveler.” That was
the name of it, he was sure of it.
“It was perfect.”
He smiled. “Would you like to hear another one?”
She smiled as she sat on the grass beside him. Her long golden hair brushed
against him as his fingers picked another song. This song danced through
14

the open meadow like the breeze itself; the shiver of a feathers touch, a
tear falling over a lovers smile, the last kiss before two part ways.
He played this song for several hours. The woman laid her head on his
shoulder and listened contently to every tune he played, song after song.
His mind swirled with melodies and countermelodies; songs of great Finn
Mac Cumhal that had never been sung, and songs of the spralling meadows, the lonesome oaks, and the woman who whispered inspiration.
He played until the pads of his fingers bled, being frustrated for only
a moment before adjusting his fingers. The pressure of the string danced
now with the side of his knuckle. The music in his head had to be played.
He didn’t care if only the leaves of the oak swayed with the melody, or only
the grass of the meadow wept with dew, or if the only one to sing with him
was the woman that had not done more than harmonize in his ear through
the days. He played, and when his fingers could no longer hold down the
strings, he sang until his voice did nothing but crack.
He was too weak to move. His melodies gone. The hills fell into darkness.
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POETRY

AN ACCUSATION OF
A
VACANCY SIGN
Emily Solberg
I blame the mirror for reflecting only what i want
to see I blame the nails for not being long enough
to claw my way out of this I blame the wind for
keeping me awake at night because its only
supposed to blow in the daytime when i can
let all my hair down and not give a single
fuck about whether it wraps itself around my
neck or not I blame my neck for refusing the
strands of hair and I blame the bathtub candles
because they never light the room enough to drown
out all the darkness that seeps into the orange
citrus bath water and I blame my skin for letting the
moon lose grip of the only color it’s ever known
I blame the two hands that hold my body because
Now I can feel the weeds in my backyard and
it’s true I will never see the green grass again
I blame the sun for drying up my paint I blame the
sound of keys on the piano and a red album cover
for making me pick up the phone because in my house
we don’t lock up kitchen knives I blame her for gravity
and how the two magnets inside us know nothing else
but the surface of each other
I blame Wyoming street for pulling the heart out of my chest
and then shoving it back down my throat and I choke on the blame
I cast upon the body who gave me this body
I blame her lips no my lips for becoming wilted poppies after
we’ve exchanged all the life that once bloomed there inside us
I blame sweatshirts and candles and lavender for smelling like
her
I blame every empty soda can and every rock that’s engraved
it’s existence on the bottom of my feet and I blame
the bend of the sidewalk for slowing down my pace
I blame door locks for being too loud and
I blame pillows that aren’t thick enough and walls that are as thin
as I am I blame the rain for soaking my boots and holding
me down as I try to swim but the rain already filled up the
18

pond past the shore line and there’s nothing I grab onto so
I blame the sand for being too deep and the dock without
a ladder and things are assumed to have homes but not in me not this
time so I blame the vacancy sign on my lips for not illuminating
the no but I’m holding the cord and I’m standing next to an outlet
so I blame the fuse panel and
the fireplace because its too hot it’s too hot its too hot
for the protruding icicles on the end of these arms that can only
hold you for so long before you freeze just like me and we no
longer know what it feels like to be warm because everything
around us is suddenly frozen so I blame the sun, again, for not
opening my bedroom blinds and for instead thawing the dinner that’s
been left for dead in the kitchen sink because in my house we
don’t lock up the knives and so I blame the click of my
finger on the button and I’ve been waiting for you to show up
But click last time I checked you were there five minutes ago
click
click
click in my chest there’s a bomb somewhere in there and
I’ve been waiting for it detonate and send all the pieces of my
heart to everyone that deserves whatever is left of me I blame the
hardwood floors because when the blood drips it collects like the
filled pond instead of it transuding into the carpet where you step
and something feels wet but it’s only a cold penny because
someone wasted a perfectly good wish by throwing it in but usually
by then all the blood lives in the floorboards and the
only way to make sure is by lacerating this home that I call my
body so I blame the doormat because it wasn’t supposed to
say welcome but everyone assumes it does even though it
doesn’t say anything because I don’t need an introduction
so I blame every mouth that’s ever said my name with one
exception I can’t explain because there are lips I dream of
kissing and the same lips I blame for sleepless nights because
I can’t stop dreaming
I can’t stop I can’t stop I can’t stop make it all stop but it
won’t stop so I blame the only thing left to blame and it’s
the person standing in the mirror only reflecting only
what she wants to see.
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POSTCARDS NEVERCaitlin
SENT
McDonald
You with your hipster glasses and your sticker-laden Hydro Flasks. Why
put stickers on everything? Don’t you know the value of an Apple laptop? Stop writing articles trying to offend everyone about everything.
And since when am I required to address my “personal pronoun” during
introductions? I personally identify as Annoyed.
*
The first hot day of summer. An A on your ten-page essay. The empty parking spot next to the entrance. The first snowfall of the season.
Getting into a freshly-made bed. The Andes mint on your hotel pillow.
Cutting through a perfectly-cooked steak. Your favorite song on the radio.
The first sip of coffee in the morning. Any time you kiss me.
*
Do you remember the day you bought that old grand piano? Driving back,
I’ve never seen you so young. The truck didn’t feel much lighter when the
piano left it, and it wasn’t even a sharp corner. Just a measly little pothole. Shattered wood and scattered keys covered the sidewalk. Forgotten
sheet music from the 19-teens.
*
Where I am: A quiet, corner table in Ceann Sibeal (Key-OU-n Shi-BALL),
where the bartenders aren’t impressed by my language skills and don’t
ask me how I’m doing. Go maith, I’d say.
What I’m eating: Leek and potato soup accompanied by a thick slice of
Irish soda bread topped with Kerry Gold butter. Gone too soon.
What I’m drinking: Cronin’s Cider poured from a tall, dark bottle into a
delicate pint glass. Crisp, not tangy. Refreshing… and getting to my head
after round three.
What I’m thinking: Let’s get married.
*
There’s a certain kind of loneliness in the happiest of moments, as if time
is suddenly and always your worst enemy.
There’s a certain kind of loneliness in the midst of a night terror, as if an
embedded fear surfaces and consumes, rattles and burrows, chest and
stomach, rips the blankets from your shaking limbs.
There’s a certain kind of loneliness in the way you’re looking out the
window.
Something left behind or never found?
*
You gave me two packages of gel pens for my birthday. Are they for writ-
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ing you love poems, my dear? I’ve crafted 27 colorfully cursive confessions on your Valentine’s card. A mosaic of metallic, clichéd puns and
cheesy, grossly-cute quotations. You deserve a painting of sweet sentiments. Call me the Van Gogh of $4 drugstore items.
*
A bronze liquor in a dark green bottle. A crackling fire in a big log cabin.
The Jameson, gone now, but not forgotten. Empty, yet brought to your
lips. A trusty pal, a proclaimed best friend. So then, what am I to you?
*
Date a wildlife biologist. Let him pick you a bouquet of wildflowers in the
summer and tell you their origins and Latin names. Move in together and
buy a leopard gecko, name him Eugene and feed him crickets. Cuddle
and watch every David Attenborough-narrated documentary on Netflix.
“Babe, did you know that penguins propose with a pebble and mate for
life?”
*
Velvet Juicy Couture tracksuits. T-Pain on the radio. Sidebangs and braces. Did you hear about Britney Spears shaving her head? Glass mushrooms adorn hemp necklaces. Bedazzled Ed Hardy T-shirts and low-rise
jeans. Let’s go to Skate Plaza after school. What’s an iPod?
*
I must confess that I think too much. I wonder if there’s something better
than us. I worry that one intense love isn’t enough to last a lifetime. I
consider my youth, my future, all the places I’ve been, all the people I’ve
met. Then it starts hailing. Abrupt, aggressive, in spite of the brilliant
sun. I remember dashing outside with you, seizing the moment, drunk
with joy and I smile. Suddenly, it stops.
*
How’s Hawaii? I’d assume you’re lounging in the sand, book in hand,
sipping Mai Tais out of coconuts. While I’m here climbing snow banks in
parking lots and dodging negative-twenty winds. Been thinking about
burning this state to the ground. We’d be a lot warmer if I did. Anyway,
I hope you get sunburnt, you asshole. I know, I know, I’m bitter. Bitterly
cold.
*
There are lawyers not defending themselves. Maids not cleaning their
own houses. Doctors not living healthy lifestyles. Preachers not telling
the truth. Chefs not cooking at home. Actors not watching their own
movies. Artists not listening to their own music. Yet there is nothing
more sad than a hopeless romantic not loving to the fullest.
*
If I mess up my hair, it’ll look like I don’t give a fuck. If I close my eyes,
it’ll look candid. If I put my hand on my cheek, it’ll look feminine. If I
show some cleavage, it’ll look sexy. If I write a dark caption, I’ll seem
mysterious. If I use this filter, I wonder how many likes I’ll get.
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NOSTALGIA
Raemarie Bruce

November 1980
“So what’s the future like?” Mike Beckett asks his future self.
His future doesn’t know what to say. It’s not like he could tell him what
the future was like, and give himself any more existential dread. But it’s
not like he could lie, and say the present was okay, because then he would
have to explain why he left the future anyway and why he’s now living in
his treehouse.
“You’ll find out when you’re older,” Is what he settles on answering.
They both hate that phrase. But Mike can’t think of anything else to say.
“What, you can’t say anything because me knowing about the future will
cause it to change?” His past self asks him.
“I’m talking to myself, aren’t I? I don’t care about any space-time continuum,” Mike says. “I couldn’t stay in the future, so I wanted to go back to
a simpler time.”
His past self is silent for a while.
“If you’re gonna stay in our treehouse…” He finally says. “Then you gotta take me to the movies, alright?”
They go see all the greats. ‘Raiders of the Lost Ark’, ‘History of the World
part 1’, ‘Time Bandits’, ‘The Great Muppet Caper’…He gets to experience
them for them for the first time again. More than that, he gets to share
them with someone. He’s a little upset that ‘Groundhog Day’ and ‘Bill and
Ted’s Excellent Adventure’ won’t come out for a couple more years, but it’s
not like he’s going back to the future anytime soon.
He’s not an idiot. He takes with him a sports almanac with all the major
events from 1950 to 2000. He makes his empire.
It’s a modest house with two bedrooms; one for him and a partner, the
other for his past self when he visits. He rips up the lawn and starts a veggie garden. He adopts a dog, a beagle named Copernicus. He wants to get
some solar panels, but there aren’t any commercially available for houses
yet. He decorates with toys, not because they’ll be collector’s items in a few
decades and will make him even richer, but because they make him happy.
He makes just enough to get by, and donates the rest to charities and his
past self’s college fund.
His past self is visiting more often now, now that he’s starting to realize
he’s into guys. His past self thinks he’s insane.
“Haven’t you ever seen ‘Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous’?” His past
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self asks him. “Don’t you wanna be like them?”
“No. And why are you watching that crap? I never did,” He asks.
“I don’t watch it a lot…but sometimes it comes on before ‘He-Man’,” His
past self says.
That’s another thing he failed to consider before going back; how little
the shows that are actually good are on. He misses the Internet.
“Look, we don’t need fancy clothes or fast cars to be happy,” He says.
“Greed helps nobody.”
He forgot that awful people existed in the 80’s, too. He forgot how awful
people made the 80’s, and the 80’s made them. But it’s not like he wants
to be a billionaire, after all. So long as he can keep his head down and not
rub elbows with the people who will bankrupt the world, he thinks he’ll
survive.
He’s disgusted as he sees people flock back to Reagan. But it doesn’t
surprise him. A post-war, post-recession America looks back on the past
and elects a conservative government because things were better back
then so it’ll make things better now. It’s the reason why he left, after all.
The more things change.
He won’t really come out of the closet for a couple more years. Not because he’s afraid of how his parents will react, not because he’s unsure of
himself, but because it’s risky. It’s the height of the AIDS crisis, after all.
But Mike has been openly gay for the last few years before he went back
in time. And he wants to date a boy again so bad.
It takes him forever to find even a decent gay bar. He may not be afraid,
but it’s not like he could bring it up casually anymore. He’s one of the
only gay men there that isn’t a drag queen. Not that there’s a problem
with drag, of course, but Mike has never thought that he needed to dress
himself up to be who he was. None of them understand his gay jokes, and
some even think they’re an insult.
But then he meets James. Recently out, recently homeless, and recently
infected with HIV.
James becomes another casualty.
He mourns, and quilts, and protests, and riots, and wonders about how
things haven’t really changed.
So he tries the 60’s next.
May 1969
It was the time his parents always looked backed on fondly. But as
things go on, he wonders why.
Woodstock happens. In a haze of booze and weed, he thinks about how
he could go back to the 50’s and copyright all the Beatles songs before they
wrote them, but that stops when he considers Yoko Ono would definitely
be able to spot a time traveler.
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He thinks about James, who wouldn’t even be five years old now, as he
tears through the news for Stonewall.
Then the Kent State shootings happen, and he realizes that nothing’s
really changed here, either.

“Wanna go kill Hitler?” He asks.
“Thought you’d never ask,” His future self says.
They also had to make things better.

June 1950
McCarthyism rises.
The more things stay the same.
He doesn’t stay for long.
July 1928
He skips the 40’s and 30’s entirely. What was he supposed to do, enjoy
World War 2 and the Great Depression? It’s hard to think that anyone
would try and romanticize that time. But that’s how it worked, right?
The twenty year cycle, or thirty, or forty. Maybe even a hundred. After
all, Dadaism is thriving, Europe is in shambles, everyone is broke and the
right wing is on the rise, so nobody has learned a goddamn thing.
So he’s stuck in 1928 until he can think of something better. That’s
when he finds himself. Literally.
It never occurred to him what he would look like when he was in his
fifties, or maybe even older. Sometimes, at his lowest moments, it never
even occurred to him he could live that long. But there he is, balding and
old but alive and well.
“What are you doing here?” He asks.
“Coke. With coke,” His future self says. “Care to join me?”
That made sense. Honestly, with everything else that had happened,
Mike wondered why that wasn’t his first idea. But he left any hope of a coke
addiction back in the 80’s the second time, so he just joins him for now.
“So…where are we going from here?” Mike asks.
“That’s up for you to decide,” His future self says.
“I am you!” Mike says. “So where are we going from here? The 80’s
sucked, the 50’s sucked, I don’t want to die of dysentery on the Oregon
Trail, so where do we go?”
“Then it looks like we have to go forward,” His future self says. “Back to
the future.”
“Does it get any better?” Mike asks.
“No.” His future self says. “But we can’t undo all the evils of humanity
on our own. We can just do what we can,”
The idea of going back terrifies him. But it’s better than going back to
the 50’s. It’s better than the 60’s. It was better than even the 80’s. Things
were getting better.
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PASTELS
JAYNE ALBRECHT

THE DELICACIES IN THE
WHITE CITY

Chalk pastels screech across the page
the edge not warmed up deafens,
breaks eardrums, cries out for help.
A new pastel― oil this time―
glazes over fingers and plasters the inside of
ears with affection and soft breaks.
Fingers tear open with paper cuts and
plead for a band aid, but oil pastels
are already rushing to aid the wound
and chalk pastels run around
shrieking for help as if someone is dying.
Keep drawing.
Title the piece an assortment of letters,
an acronym of feelings of loneliness
only you will understand.
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ELEANORE MCMANUS

My first impression of Arequipa was that the streets were too narrow.
After a day and a night on multiple buses from Chile to Southern Peru,
I was relieved when the barren landscape outside the window slowly
turned from endless desert to lush farmland to city skyline. Our double-decker bus steadily lumbered down the cobbled roads on the outskirts
of the city. The buildings became bigger as we approached the terminal,
but the lane we rolled down didn’t expand proportionately. As the bus
swayed back and forth, I could have reached out of my window and left a
handprint on the concrete wall a foot away, my first interaction with the
dust that I would soon discover clung to everything in the city. Wrapping
my arms around my backpack, I eagerly peered out the window looking
for a sign indicating the “Terminal Terrestre” was nearby. Five minutes
later, the bus got stuck.
A groan rose from the seats around me as the other passengers realized what had happened. Our driver had misjudged the angle needed
to turn a four-axle vehicle around a sharp corner, tightly wedging us
between the buildings lining either side of the road. A few of the men
jumped up and climbed down the stairs to assess the situation, while
others hung out of the windows and yelled at no one in particular. On the
ground people argued and gestured dramatically like air traffic control
guiding a Boeing-737 down the tarmac. The women sighed resignedly
and started punching numbers into their cell phones, shaking their heads
as if to say, “It’s happened again.”
The locals outside jumped to action. Women with strings of sodas tied
together and slung around their necks spilled out of apartments and onto
the bus. They pushed past eachother to access the outstretched hands of
passengers, offering homemade snacks in exchange for coins and small
bills. I bought a bag of chicharrones (fried pork rinds) and roasted corn
kernels: my first taste of the legendary food of Arequipa. I gnawed on
the leathery meat for a few minutes before stashing the greasy bag in the
bottom of my backpack. After a 13-point turn, the bus driver managed to
wiggle free and we began to inch forward once again. Followed by a long
line of impatient cars, we squeezed into the terminal half an hour later.
Arequipa has a different flavor than other parts of Peru. You see it at
dawn when the sun peeks out from behind the three volcanoes that loom
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over the city. You hear it deep in your lungs as you run up the stairs to
the city overlook: a gasping whisper reminding you to slow down and
pay some respect to the 8,000 feet between you and sea level. I tasted it
when I first crept into the city on the bus that was too big for the street:
salty pork and sweet soda and determination to keep moving forward.
Compared to the humid coast of Lima or the green mountains of Cusco,
Arequipa is an oasis in a desert that stretches for miles in every direction.
Before I arrived in Arequipa, I thought city lights only twinkled in
poems. I soon discovered that from my regular rooftop perch roof at
midnight, the city shimmers in and out of existence like a constellation
that disappears when you look at it directly. Flashing billboards in the
commercial center gradually give way to street lights in the neighborhoods that climb the steep slopes of Misti, Chachani, and Pichu Pichu.
Most of the residential buildings are made from concrete and red bricks,
but the historical district is carved from the white volcanic rock that gives
Arequipa the nickname “The White City.” Over a million people live in
this sprawling metropolis. The city is well known for its imposing blend
of Spanish and native architecture, not to mention the three 19,000 foot
volcanoes lining the skyline. Ask any local what the single best thing
about Arequipa is, however, and you will always receive the same answer:
“We have the best food in the world.”
Down one of the many side streets that crisscross the city there is an
unspectacular arched doorway in the white sillar stone. Above the heavy
wooden doors is carved “La Capitana” and the year 1928. When you actively look for it, the entrance becomes elusive and you end up walking in
circles with your stomach growling. When you wander casually, your feet
lead you straight to the heavy double doors. This is the entrance to one
of Arequipa’s oldest and most popular picanterías, local restaurants that
serve traditional dishes.
The walls of La Capitana are white and covered from ceiling to floor
in writing: primarily names, but also quotes, dates, and small pictures.
Sharpies are available upon request, and additions are encouraged. The
kitchen is completely open and visible to customers, each burner on the
massive stoves constantly fired and heating pots large enough to crawl
inside. The pots are full to the brim with the caldo (soup) of the day,
estofado (stew), and various potato casseroles. Lining the kitchen counters are pans full of steaming vegetables, crunchy fritters, and rice dishes.
Merely glancing at the kitchen from the long tables is enough to make
your mouth water.
In picanterías, everyone sits together. No party is too big to be accommodated: everyone just slides over to make room for the new arrivals,
and more benches can always be procured. My first time in La Capitana,
I ate my first rocoto relleno while crammed between my friends on one
side and a small group of men who reminded me of my grandfather on
the other. They nodded to us but were busy quietly talking and drinking

large quantities of chicha, the fermented corn beverage that is overwhelmingly popular in Arequipa. The smell of sautéed beef and onions
wafted up towards me as I cut into my spicy stuffed pepper, and I knew
that I’d made a good meal choice. One of my friends who was also new
to the city ordered blindly off the menu, looking enthusiastic but puzzled
when his dish arrived: gray strips of meat sliced thinly and served with a
tangy yellow sauce and vegetables. He took big bites and chewed slowly,
describing the rubbery texture and wondering aloud what it was. Intestines? Squid? As we reached the end of the meal, one of the grandpas
glanced over and smiled, gesturing at the dish. “Es una especialidad!” he
explained, beaming. “Te gusta?” My friend smiled and nodded, mouth
full. The man said a word in Spanish that none of us knew, then gestured
as if he was weighing a piece of fruit in his hand. “Cojones!” He repeated.
“El mejor del mundo!” My friend’s smile became slightly fixed, as if it
wanted to slide off his face but he was holding it there forcefully. Now,
when he returns to La Capitana, he makes sure to specify that he wants
anything except cow testicles.
Food in Arequipa isn’t exclusive to restaurants. There is more food
sold on the side of the street than in any fancy bistro for tourists. A ten
minute walk from La Capitana leads to one of the bridges across the Rio
Chili, and a constant crowd of people and vehicles stream across the river. Puente Grau isn’t a genuine bus stop, since the small vans only pause
momentarily to let passengers squeeze on and off before plunging back
into the feeding frenzy of traffic. After dark the bridge is a hub for street
food as people wait for their transportation home.
By 9:30pm, the old woman with a basket of bread the size of a small
hot tub is perched on the corner, constantly handing small loaves of
bread to customers and pocketing coins. Beyond her, right before the
street dissolves into a raging sea of taxis, vans, and buses, vendors with
carts serve glasses of thick, steaming emoliente: herbal tea with toasted
barley, sugar, and flax seed. Women roasting anticuchos, skewers of what
my family would call “mystery meat,” have a steady stream of business
as people coming straight from work or school need a quick snack before
they board a bus. After three failed attempts to eat anticuchos without
being violently ill later that night, I gave up my goal of eating exactly like
a local. The illustrious food tours that agencies offer for tourists in Arequipa don’t stop at this corner – some of the best Arequipa has to offer is
reserved for the residents with stronger stomachs.
As soon as you leave the tourist sector, Arequipa is not the picture-perfect city that travelers imagine. I was reminded of that every time I
shook sand out of my laundry before folding it, or when my face and
arms burned red from the extreme UV exposure that has dramatically
increased in the last few years. What it lacks in grandeur it makes up for
in the strong hum of life that buzzes incessantly, and the sensation is
strongest at the markets. Supermarkets exist, but only the shoes of the
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wealthy can be heard clattering down the tile floors in search of wonder
bread or peanut butter. The outdoor markets are the beating heart of the
city: people enter empty-handed and funnel back into the streets with
bags of fresh food, returning to their families and kitchens.
Eight blocks away from the city plaza, the market of San Camilo offers
everything you aren’t able to find in a picantería or at a street stand.
Every aisle is arranged by type of food and splashed with color. Purple
eggplants and emerald peppers sit stacked in pyramids in the vegetable
section next to a virtual kaleidoscope of potatoes. Women with wheels of
white, spongy cheese hack off a chunk and wrap it in newspaper before
handing it to you, and pale chickens swing by their feet from the top of
stalls. Fruit is stacked high above the heads of the vendors: pomegranates
ready to burst with small red gems, bananas hanging from strings like
clusters of yellow bats, juicy mangos that stain your chin with sticky nectar. On the weekends, schoolchildren scoop shiny olives from barrels and
onto a scale as their parents bounce babies on their knee and supervise
closely.
The market is a place where tourists and locals both frequent regularly: you can tell the difference by observing who’s taking photos of stacks
of onions and who’s haggling over the price. The best view of the expanse
of San Camilo is from the family restaurants lining the walls of the second floor. On Sunday mornings, rain or shine, friends or alone, I regularly stopped at my favorite hole-in-the-wall and ordered the same thing:
a bowl of adobo. The pork stew is one of the most well-known dishes of
Arequipa. The thick broth and tender meat come together and leave a
lingering taste for hours after the bowl has been scraped clean. It has
become known as the hangover stew, and when I arrived early enough
on Sunday mornings I was often joined by partygoers who never made
it home on Saturday night and sat hunched over hot, steaming bowls of
adobo inhaling the restorative aroma. The women at my favorite adobo
joint began to recognize me after a few weeks, and eventually didn’t even
ask me what I wanted before waving me onto a stool and placing a bowl
of the stew before me. Families around me would laugh and gossip and
pass bread around the table; small children stared up at me with big eyes
as I devoured a bowl of adobo in minutes. Occasionally students tried
to practice their English with me. Once a teenager asked for the translation of adobo, and I had to explain that there was no direct synonym in
my language. His eyes widened in astonishment and he shook his head
sympathetically. A life without adobo, he seemed to be thinking, is a life
without flavor.
As my taxi darted in and out of traffic and scraped against walls plastered in posters advertising Inka-Cola, my previous observation resurfaced in my mind: the streets in this city are just too narrow. This time I
was headed north to the airport, leaving Peru after six months and beginning my slow journey back to the U.S. My driver made small talk and I

took the opportunity to practice my Spanish, knowing my time immersed
in another language was coming to an end.
“Did you enjoy Arequipa?” he asked.
“Claro que si!” I replied. “Of course!” Mixed feelings about my departure poured out unexpectedly. In choppy Spanish I told him that I
would miss the wonderful people, incredible cuisine, and my culinary
adventures while wandering the city. I voiced a very real concern that I
wouldn’t be able to eat a mango in the states again after being spoiled
here. “However,” I admitted, “I am glad to return to my country where
I can drink clean water from the sink and where I am not worried about
death from a bus.”
He grinned into the rearview mirror and nodded appreciatively,
swerving around a stationary van and accelerating to shoot the gap as
a street light ahead turned red. “There is a lot that needs improvement
here. We have many things to be proud of, but many more that need to
be changed.”
For the first time since my arrival five months before, I had found an
Arequipeño who didn’t think the city was perfect. I laughed out loud.
“You aren’t from Arequipa,” I teased him.
“No, no, born and raised here. I love this city, but we have significant
problems with corruption and pollution. And don’t get me started on
traffic.”
He paused, head cocked to one side, considering. “But you’re right. We
do have the best Food in the world.”
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“Honey, can you please make sure that your brother’s things are
packed.”
Jason turned to his mother as she walked out of the house with a small
box full of kitchen items and dishes. He tried to speak, but she was already
out by the car with his dad, who was about to leave for work. His dad was
never home anymore, always working overtime hours. He’d never admit it
but his work distracted him from the pain.
“Okay mom,” Jason said to himself as he turned toward the empty
hallway. Walking past the open doors of empty rooms, he stopped at the
closed door. There was a hesitation to his steps. Fearing the emptiness that
waited behind this door, he took a few deep breaths. He knew what was on
the other side of the door, but he imagined how it used to be, before.
Reaching forward to open the door, he was met with a wisp of chilling air that had been closed up in the room for several days if not several
months. The walls were bare. Faint outlines and squares of unfaded paint
decorated the walls where posters and picture frames used to be. Several
boxes sat in the middle of the room with some personal items, clothes,
baseball cards, and a football filling them.
Jason stepped into the room. This was as far as he had entered in almost
a year. It was his older brother Ryan’s room. They hadn’t spoken in a long
time. He wasn’t the best little brother, even less after Ryan left. He didn’t
want his brother to leave, but Ryan always said it was for a good cause.
Jason grabbed the two biggest boxes at the center of the room and left.
His feet and arms couldn’t move fast enough as all the memories and guilt
seemed suffocating in the empty space. He ran down the hallway and into
the living room. He almost tripped over his own foot as he rounded the
corner and saw two men in dark clothing standing in the front doorway.
As he saw them, Jason thought back to those months ago, almost a year.
Two men in dark uniforms walked up the front porch, a military man who
Jason knew was a Casualty Notification Officer and a priest. His parents
had noticed them before he did and met them at the top of the steps. They
looked distraught as the men approached. His mother was shaking, tears
at the base of her eyes.
Jason remembered the Casualty Notifications officers saying, “Are you
the parents of Corporal Ryan J. Archer?” Theses words were dreaded since

Ryan had hopped in the back of a pickup and went off to war.
The following conversation that his parents had with the men in that
living room was combination of crying and questions, with little answers.
His parents had wanted him to go in his room, but Jason refused. The
Officer had continued to tell them that Ryan died saving another soldier
during an ambush on their base. The rest of the discussion had been about
funeral services and honoring him as they laid him to rest. At this point,
Jason had checked out.
All he could think about in that moment was how Ryan would never
walk through the front door again, how he would never get to say he was
sorry. When Ryan had called and told him and their parents that he had
signed on for another six months to a year, Jason couldn’t hide his disapproval. They hadn’t spoken since that day.
Breaking away from his thoughts, Jason realized that the men in front
of him were just the moving men. So he hoisted the boxes higher into his
arms and walked out the front door. Met by his mother, he almost dropped
one of the boxes trying to avoid her.
“Careful honey, don’t strain yourself,” his mom said as she caught the
box that almost fell. She looked at Jason, seeing that his eyes were a little
red near the bottom. “Are you okay?”
“Yeah, I’m just getting Ryan’s stuff like you asked. Where do you want
me to put it?”
“Put it in his truck. I want to keep all of his stuff together.”
Jason sighed to himself as he walked towards the far side of the house.
‘His truck’ as his mom put it was Ryan’s maroon Chevrolet pickup that
Ryan had taken everywhere. No one had even driven it since the day he
deployed when it was parked on the side of the house, out of the way of the
daily routines. Just like Ryan’s room, it had been nearly forgotten.
As Jason rounded the corner of the house, the outline of the pickup
could be seen underneath the full-body cover that Jason’s father had
placed on it after Ryan’s death. He put the boxes down and stepped toward the pickup. Grabbing the edge of the cover near the from bumper, he
removed it with such care, like pulling a band-aid off of a child’s wound.
Dust and leaves took to the sky like a flock of birds as he dropped the cover
on the ground.
Jason thought about how pristine it still looked after several years of
being immobile, a victim of weather and wind, but yet looked as if it hadn’t
been touched by any of it. Not one spot of fading or chipped paint, just
smooth, coated by a thin layer of dust that had settled under the cover. To
him it was if Ryan had just parked it after a long summer day.
Jason thought of the day that Ryan first brought that pickup home. The
first time they traveled up the ridge to the overlook outside of town. The
day that Ryan joined the junior ROTC program at the school. Back then,
Jason never thought Ryan was serious about the military, that he was just
trying out something new. It was just like Ryan to move onto something
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Ryan had hopped in the back of a pickup and went off to war.
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him it was if Ryan had just parked it after a long summer day.
Jason thought of the day that Ryan first brought that pickup home. The
first time they traveled up the ridge to the overlook outside of town. The
day that Ryan joined the junior ROTC program at the school. Back then,
Jason never thought Ryan was serious about the military, that he was just
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else every year when he got bored of the last thing.
Jason went back into the house before he could get lost in nostalgia. He
returned with the rest of the boxes. He figured it would be easier to put
them in the pickup all at once rather than drag out the process by going
back and forth between Ryan’s room and his pickup.
Each time he entered Ryan’s room it was easier, less memories lingered
as he emptied it of its contents. When he grabbed the last box, he left the
door open, signaling to his mother that the room was now empty. There
was a relief in it, but also a sense of loss that Jason felt as he walked out
of the room for the last time. Even with all the boxes and personal items
removed, there was still a few memories that lingered among the walls. As
he walked through the house, he realized that the whole house was now
empty, not a single door or cupboard was closed. All of them lay open as
if they had never contained anything. Besides the faded paint outlining
where bookcases or pictures had been, it was as if no one had ever entered
the house.
As Jason left the house and walked around the corner, he saw a man
standing next to Ryan’s pickup. He didn’t recognize the man at first because of his thick beard and dark sunglasses. When the man removed the
shades, Jason recognized him as Sam, Ryan’s best friend since pre-school.
They had deployed together.
“Sam, what are you doing here?” Jason’s tone was unenthused. He put
the box that he was carrying on top of the others. Sam gave a shy smile as
he turned to Jason.
“What’s up little man?”
“Just packing up Ryan’s things. We’re moving.”
“I can help. Where do you want them, in the back seat or the bed,” Sam
asked.
Jason started to speak, wanted to tell him to leave, but his mom came
over. “The back seat. We’re moving pretty far and we’re supposed to get a
storm.”
“Good point.” Sam turned to grab a box from the stack.
“Jason, be nice. Sam’s been through a lot. He was there,” Jason’s mom
whispered. “Mom, come on. For all we know, he’s the reason why…”
“Jason, stop. You know that’s not true. Now grab a box and get the pickup
loaded. I’ll be back with food in twenty minutes.” She turned and walked
to her car.
Jason sighed. He moved to open the door for Sam. As he did, the combination of Ryan’s cologne and that of an older model vehicle wafted from
fabric of the bench seat. The scent stirred up several memories of Ryan
and him driving around town or to the Outlook outside of town. He remembered the last beautiful sunset that they watched from the Outlook.
Jason and Ryan had sat on the tailgate of the pickup, root beer and burgers in their hands. School had just got out for the summer and they were
celebrating Ryan’s graduation and Jason making the honors list. It would

have been a perfect moment, just them sitting there, devouring their meal
in perfect silence. Ryan had to break that silence.
“Hey Jay, I have to tell you something.”
“What?”
Ryan had taken a few moments to form the words in his head. “I’m deploying next month. I’ve already told mom and dad.”
Jason had tipped back his can, searching for any last remnants of his root
beer so he wouldn’t have to respond. Ryan had just looked at him, waiting.
After another minute of his incessant avoidance, Jason had reached for
his burger.
Ryan had took it from him, placing it beside him away from Jason.
“Come on. Say something. I know you have something to say. The food
and drink avoidance you got from me.”
Jason had just stared forward, not looking at Ryan. “Why? You clearly
haven’t listened to a thing that I’ve said before.”
“Hey, this isn’t easy. I’ve prayed about this for months, and I feel called
to go. I know it’s seems stupid to you, but I have to.”
“I don’t want you to go. I do think you’re being stupid, but it’s because
the war is almost over. There’s no need for you risk your life,” Jason had
said as he hopped off the tailgate and rounded the pickup to get another
root beer out of the cooler in the back seat.
Ryan had locked the pickup from his key fob, then followed Jason. Even
if I wanted to stay now, I can’t leave Sam to go alone.”
“Ol’ Smoke-pot Sam. Yeah, that’s a great idea, you won’t get yourself
killed, he will.” “Jay, I know you don’t get along with him, but he’s a good
guy. He’s really straightened himself out the last year. There’s no one else
I would want watching my back.”
“Well, let’s hope you’re right. Because you’re leaving me here so no one
will have mine.” Jason had regretted those words, even though he had
apologized a few days later. Over a year had gone by and they still haunted
him, as now they were true.
“Hey, Jason, you okay?”
Jason stepped out of Sam’s way and nodded. He turned to grab a box.
He placed it right next to the one that Sam had put in, then slid them over
to the other side. They continued to load the boxes in silence until there
was none on the sidewalk.
“Well, now that’s done. Is there anything else I can do,” Sam asked as he
slid the last box firmly behind the back passenger seat floorboard.
“No, I think that’s it. The movers have done most of the stuff. Mom just
wanted me to do Ryan’s stuff.”
“What are you going to do with all of it?”
“Not sure,” Jason closed the pickup doors.
“Boxing away the boxes inside a garage. That’s what we do when we
don’t know what to do.” Sam stared at the side of the house, but he wasn’t
staring at anything in particular, he was just staring. His eyes were sta-
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tionary, fixed as if they were entranced in memories. As if he was seeing
them play out before him again and again. One made him smile, but it was
a glimmer of a smile, not there but almost present.
Jason wondered what mischief Sam was replaying in his head. No
doubt it was with Ryan by his side. They used to get into some much trouble growing up, always coming up with schemes and pranks to pull on
the neighborhood or teachers. They were the kids that all the parents told
their kids to stay away from, but were ‘too cool’ to not be friends with.
A small squeak from the moving truck as the movers loaded the couch
into the back shook Sam from his trance. His body tensed. A soldier’s reaction. He turned to Jason again.
“Hey, I think I’ll be heading out now. I’ll just get in the way if I stick
around any longer.”
“Sounds good.”
Sam gave another shy smile. He knew he was unwanted. He waved and
turned around, walking down the lawn to his car. His walk was more uniform, different than the last time Jason had seen him. There wasn’t that
stupid fake gangster sway, there was authority to his steps. His voice and
words were direct, not full of slang like when he was in high school. Even
his car was different, before he drove a sports car with showy wheels and
a loud engine that was always covered in mud or dirt. The car that was sitting before him was a new crossover, no modifications, and immaculately
clean. Jason didn’t want to admit it, but maybe Ryan was right, Sam had
grown up.
Sam opened the back hatch of his car. “Before I leave, I have to give you
this.” He pulled out a box and an envelope. Closing the hatch, he ran back
over to Jason and handed him the box.
“What is this,” Jason asked, placing the box on the hood of the pickup.
“It’s your brother’s jacket. The guys that collected his personal effects
missed it on their sweep of camp.”
“What?” Jason ripped back the folds of the box, revealing a camouflage
jacket. It had two curved arrows on the shoulder and a strip that read, ‘Archer.’
“I found it across base a few days before I was shipped home. I don’t
know why it was there, but I kept it until now. It was the only thing left of
him at the base.”
“Why you giving it to me? I pushed him away and we’ve never been
friends.”
“Yeah. I know. Your feelings for me aside, Ryan made me promise to
look out for you if anything ever happened to him. I don’t intend to let him
down.”
“He must have hated me, pushing him away like I did. I didn’t know
what to do without him here.”
“There wasn’t a day that went by that he wasn’t thinking of you,” Sam
said as he reached over to put a hand on Jason’s shoulder. “He didn’t hate

you, he missed you. He was confused and a little angry at first, he loved
being looked up to by you. Then after one of the guys in our squad died,
he understood the way you felt. He said that he felt as if a hole had been
blown through his life. There wasn’t that person watching his back, making sure that he was safe.” Sam paused for a moment as he took a deep
breath. “I know what he meant.”
“Yeah. I guess that’s what I was feeling, I still don’t know.”
“There was nothing any of us could have done, it was all too fast.” There
was a pause, a crack in Sam’s voice as he spoke. He didn’t believe what he
was saying, but was trying to convince Jason that he did. He looked over
at Jason and lifted up the envelope to him. “The whole squad wrote letters
to their loved ones to be given to them in case of their deaths. They’re
supposed to be delivered by the Notification Officers, but Ryan made me
promise to deliver this one myself. He gave it to me a few days before he
died.”
“Should I wait and read it with my parents?” Jason asked
“No, it’s just for you. I’m sorry it took me so long to give it to you. I
didn’t know when the right time would be. I didn’t know how you’d react
with me having it.”
Jason was quiet as he stared at the envelope, then at Sam. Putting his
own thoughts about Sam, at least the old Sam, Jason knew how much he
meant to Ryan. He was like another brother to Ryan, seemingly even more
now.
He looked down at the envelope again. The edges of it were worn, it
was covered in sand and dust from the Middle East. Right in the middle of
the otherwise blank side was his name written in Ryan’s handwriting. He
turned it over to find that it wasn’t sealed, the flap was just tucked into the
main body of the envelope.
“Did you open it, read it?”
“No…admittedly I was tempted many times, but no. I knew that Ryan
wrote this for your eyes only. It wouldn’t have been right.”
Jason went back to staring at the envelope. His fingers picked at the
flap, not knowing if he should open it or put it down. He wanted to know
what it said, but he also didn’t want to be disappointed if it didn’t say what
he really needed it to say.
“I’ll give you a minute. Just remember, there’s nothing that this can say
that will change the fact that he loved you. I hope you know that.”
Jason nodded, he knew Sam was right, but it still felt wrong coming
from his mouth. Sam took a few steps away to the bed of the pickup. Jason
flipped open the flap of the envelope. He pulled out the paper that was
inside. A single sheet, folded three times. Jason took a deep breath as he
unfolded the paper, placing the envelope inside the box with the jacket. He
began to read the letter to himself at a whisper, his own voice keeping him
focused,
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“Dear Jason, I’m sorry that you have to receive this letter, and I’m sorry
that I have to write it. I just want to say that I’m sorry for leaving you,
it was the hardest decision of my life. That said, I would make the same
choice that I did. God called me to defend the world from evil, and I have
while also spreading His message to the world. I hope you can forgive me
for leaving you all alone, if not now, then someday in the future. I know
you felt abandoned when I left and that’s why I know that you’re blaming
yourself for a lot of things. I want you to forgive yourself for being angry
with me, because I forgive you and I don’t blame you for anything. I wish
I could say these things in person, but I have a feeling I’ll never get the
chance. Just remember I’ll always be watching over you, even if I’m not
there beside you. Take care of Mom and Dad, they’ll need you more than
ever now.”
Jason started to break at the last of the lines. Tears lined the thin space
above his eyelid.
He took a deep breath as he continued through a trembling whisper.
“Sam will need you too. I know that you haven’t had a good relationship
with him in the past, but he has changed. Just like I said that I wouldn’t
want anyone else watching my back, I wouldn’t trust anyone else to watch
yours. He’ll need someone to remind him of the good things in life. You
should take a drive up to the Outlook with him, reminisce. I know that you
both will need it. By the way, my truck is now yours. Mom and Dad should
have received a letter where I told them to put the truck in your name. I
asked them not to tell you until you received this letter. So treat her well
and she’ll do the same. I wish I could be there to hand over the keys myself.
I love and miss you little brother. Ryan.”
As he finished reading he began to stare at the pickup, his hands were
shaking. Tears streamed down his face, the saltiness of them lingering in
his mouth. He opened his mouth to breathe as his nose was plugged from
crying.
“You okay little man?”
Jason turned his head away from the pickup and looked down at the
army jacket and envelope in the box. He handed the letter to Sam. He gave
him a minute to read it. He saw Sam pause and teared up, no doubt at the
part about him.
“She’s mine. He gave me the pickup. I want to see if she runs,” Jason
said, motioning towards the pickup.
Sam smiled and nodded. He gave the letter back to Jason as his mom
drove up to the house. She waved as Jason started to walk over to her. He
showed her the envelope. She smiled and handed over the keys without
opposition. She hugged him with a few tears in her eyes.
Jason ran back and found Sam folding the flaps on the box. “Where we
going first?” “Where Ryan told us to go.” Jason opened the drivers door
and climbed in. He motioned for Sam to get in too.

Sam opened the door and looked around the inside as he slipped onto
the passenger seat. He was no doubt remembering the times he spent with
Ryan causing mischief. He looked up at Jason as he slid the key into the
ignition and turned it. The starter sputtered but wouldn’t turn over. Sam
snickered from the passenger seat and motioned at the steering wheel.
“The sleeping lioness I guess doesn’t want to wake,” Sam said, patting
the dashboard.
“Don’t give up on her yet. She just needs to be nudged a bit.” Jason
rubbed the steering wheel then tried the ignition again. The pickup roared
to life and purred as the engine idled. Jason smiled and grabbed the stick
shift. “Shall we see how good she hunts?”
This analogy was something that Jason had started with Ryan a week
after he bought the pickup and it became a tradition between brothers
after that. So Jason and Sam were well versed in the dialogue and actions.
This was the first time that Ryan hadn’t been present in the vehicle when
it was said and it could be felt as Jason shifted the pickup into gear.
They were both silent as they moved forward, but the excitement rose
the farther they drove. The memories of the many adventures in the pickup rolled by like the road beneath them. They drove through the town by
all the cars that had their own memories with their own drivers.
As they reached the other side of town, the mountains towered around
them. Jason remembered the path that Ryan had taken every time to get
to the Outlook. It was cemented in his memory like the recognition of his
own name. Each mile they drove, surfaced more and more distant but distinct memories to both of their minds. They did not speak, but the quick
smiles and laughs relayed that they both had so many memories in their
heads that any longer of a smile or laugh would be taking away the recognition of another memory.
Soon they reached the legendary Outlook. Jason backed the pickup
up to about thirty feet from the ledge and parked it. The sun was setting
on the horizon behind them as they stared forward at the path that had
brought them there.
“We’re here, but I don’t want to get out,” Jason said after the long silence. “I know, it’s weird not having him here. Almost like it’s somehow
wrong.”
Jason completely agreed, not hearing Ryan tap on the bed of the pickup
as he moved to the tailgate or the excited hoots as he pulled down the tailgate seemed too different. Without them, the place was barren, empty.
“He would want us to try. He even said in the letter.” Jason picked up
the letter from the seat bedside him. As he raised it in the air, something
fell out.
Jason reached onto the floor where it fell and picked it up. It was an
old polaroid style photo. The edges were wrinkled and torn in places, the
image on the front was faded, but Jason recognized it. It was the last photo
that Jason had taken with Ryan before he deployed. They were in the back
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of the pickup eating hot dogs and burgers at Ryan’s send off barbecue in
the back yard. Jason had given it to him moments before Ryan left for deployment. Their last memory together. Even the six word note that Jason
had wrote on the back was fading as he turned it over.
Sam reached over and gently slipped it out of Jason’s hand to look. A
smile accompanied his recognition.
“This is the photo he kept with him at all times. I always saw him staring
at it before he went to sleep every night. The boys always joked that he was
staring at his girl, but I knew it was of you. How did it get in there?”
“I don’t know, but Ryan must have wanted to make sure that I got it
back.” There was a pause in the pickup again as Jason thought. “Do you
think that he knew?”
“Knew what?”
“That he was going to die.”
Sam leaned back against the passenger door and stared at the photo.
He couldn’t think of any solid reason why Ryan would place that photo in
the envelope. Ryan took the photo everywhere, even when they were on
missions. Ryan wanted to get it back to Jason, but he also wouldn’t give up
what he considered his good luck charm without a good reason.
“I don’t know. Anything I can think of doesn’t feel right. Maybe he did,
do you really believe that he did?”
“Maybe. I don’t think we’ll ever know though,” Jason said taking back
the photo. He held up to the light that was piercing through the back window. The image faded with the light of the sun being pulled behind the
mountains.
They sat in silence for a little while longer. Then Sam took the initiative and opened the passenger door. The cool evening air rushed in and
brushed against Jason’s skin, waking him from his thoughts. He turned to
Sam, who was turning to step out of the pickup.
“Hey Sam?”
“Yeah little man?” Sam looked over his shoulder at Jason.
“I’m sorry.”
“For what?” Sam pulled himself back into the passenger seat.
“Not giving you a chance to prove me wrong. Ryan thought that you had
changed, and I didn’t give you the chance to prove it. So I’m sorry.”
“No worries. That was a long time ago, I was a different person back
then,” Sam said. It was the first time that Sam had spoken to him that day
without having an underlying tremble of fear or despair. He sounded comfortable, a little like the old Sam, but mature.
Jason smiled as Sam leaned back and tapped him on the shoulder. They
fist bumped and Sam slid out of the pickup and grabbed the door to close
it. He lingered there while Jason worked up the courage to open his door
and get out.
He took a deep breath as he looked at the photo again. He reached up
and pulled down the visor above his head. He tucked the photo into the

flap of the visor just enough that it still peeked out from behind the flap.
He brushed his hand across it and smiled. It was almost the same kind of
smile that Ryan had in the photo, almost a mirror image.
“You will always be my hero,” Jason said pulling the handle to the door
and opening it.
“Mine too little man, mine too.”
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FICTION

THE
YOUNG GIRL AND THE SEA
Sarah Williams
Peter twisted the handle and heaved the garage door open with a rattle.
Lucy didn’t wait for him to finish, ducking under her older brother’s arms,
throwing her backpack to the cold cement, and heading straight for her
shovel and pail in the corner. The garage wall was lined with cardboard
boxes, as it had been ever since Lucy could remember.
“Don’t forget to be back by dinner, or its your head.” Peter was already
halfway inside.
“I won’t!” Lucy called as she dashed out of the garage cradling her yellow bucket.
Their house sat on a small hill above the beach, and she could see Beverly already walking along the sandy shore from the road as she ran. Train
tracks wove between the beach and the road at the bottom of the hill, and
Lucy had to run all the way down the road, through a small parking lot that
beachgoers packed on summer weekends, and up over the winding cement
bridge before reaching sand. The bridge had been installed a few years
before, after a little boy died crossing the tracks.
Lucy paused briefly in the middle of the bridge, listening carefully for
the telltale whistling or rumbling that meant a train was coming, pulling
rust-colored cars behind it. She liked to count the cars as they rushed by
below her feet. Peter used to count the cars too, but he never did anymore.
Today she only heard the sound of seagull squawks and breaking waves, so
she charged forward down to the beach, her sandals slapping against the
cement and then shuffling through the hot sand.
“Hello, Ms. Beverly!” Lucy shouted, half skipping across the sand towards the old woman.
Beverly turned and gave her a toothy grin. “Hello little Miss Lucy,” she
said slowly. “Are you ready?”
Lucy nodded eagerly.
Beverly was wearing a green and yellow polka-dot shawl, a long blue
skirt, and a floppy purple hat. The bottom of her skirt was wet and sandy.
She always told Lucy that there’s no better way to become a part of the
beach than to wear it.
Peter always got angry at Lucy for tracking sand all over the house because it made Dad mad at him, so she could only wear the beach while
outside. She began wearing her Minnie Mouse swimsuit underneath her
school clothes to minimize the sand and so that she could go straight from
school to the beach.
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After dropping her collared shirt and pants in the sand she fished into
her yellow pail and pulled out a small container of fish food, holding it up
for Beverly to inspect. Lucy had snuck it into her pail the night before after
Peter finished feeding his goldfish.
Beverly nodded approvingly and held up her own fish food container.
“This will do nicely. We can’t have the fish going hungry, now can we?”
Lucy giggled and the two of them stood on the edge of the sea, letting
the waves sniff and nibble at their toes. The water was cold, and Lucy felt
a shiver go up her spine. Even though summer was barely over, the Pacific
always had a bite to it. Slowly, they eased further in, the waves pushing
and pulling the bottom of Beverly’s skirt and dancing against Lucy’s knees.
Beverly turned towards Lucy and they nodded at each other, both opening their containers of fish food and turning them upside down.
As the colorful flakes landed on the waves and swirled around the surface of the water, Beverly began swaying and singing:
“Fishy fishes of the sea, come along and dance with me.”
Lucy skipped and splashed with the waves, trying to sing along though
she didn’t know the words. Beverly told her that it wasn’t the words that
really mattered, so long as you had fun while doing it.
After they fed the fish, Lucy and Beverly sat in the sand and watched the
rainbow of food scatter with every wave break.
“Why haven’t they come yet? Where are the fish?” Lucy asked.
“Oh, but they have Lucy dear, don’t you see? The fish are below the
waves in their fish town, and I can hear them. They are celebrating! We
gave them a rainbow!”
Lucy smiled. “So when will they bring us a present?”
Beverly’s wrinkly face twisted a bit as she looked towards the sun, and
then she said, “Any day Lucy. Any day the ocean will bring us a present,
just you wait!”
They had spent almost every day together dancing in the waves, giving
all sorts of offerings to the sea. Beverly told Lucy that the ocean was alive
and all sort of people lived in it, like George Washington and Elvis and
even the boy who had been hit by the train. When Lucy asked, Beverly
even confirmed that Bambi’s mom lived beneath the waves. Lucy’s mom
lived down there too.
So far, the only gifts Lucy had received were an old brown flipflop, a
broken oar, and a rusty spoon, all of which she proudly placed on top of
her dresser. But Beverly had received the most exciting gift before Lucy
had joined her, and she wore it on a long chain around her neck every day.
It was a pocket watch, and though the glass was cracked and the hands
never moved, Beverly was sure her father had sent it to her, that he was the
one who gave it to the waves to leave upon the shore.
“I was never good with time,” she told Lucy every day, “and papa was
always telling me I’d better get myself a watch. Well I got one now papa,
don’t I?”
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Lucy didn’t mind hearing the watch story over and over, in fact she
quite liked it. It made her excited for the gift her mother would leave for
her one day. Or at least she hoped she would.
The 5 o’clock train whistle echoed across the beach. Lucy said goodbye
to Beverly and scooped up her things. She ran as fast as she could to the
top of the bridge, racing against the train. Standing directly above it, looking down through the chain link fence that lined the bridge, she could feel
the vibration from the blurry train. This was her favorite part of the day.
After the bridge stopped shaking and the train bent around the corner and
out of sight, Lucy raced up the street, hoping to beat her dad home.

“No more arguing. You go to the beach with Peter or not at all, okay? I’m
sorry pumpkin, I just want my girl to stay safe. On my days off, we can go
to the beach together, how about that?”
Lucy nodded, looking down at her bowl.
Upstairs they could hear Peter’s footsteps across the creaky floor, and
then they could hear a series of bangs and crashes followed by a loud, angry voice.
“LUCY, WHERE IS MY FISH FOOD!”
“Can I be excused?” Lucy asked, sinking into her chair.

Dinner time was almost always quiet and spaghetti, though sometimes
it was just bowls of Cheerios if their dad had a particularly stressful day
at work selling motorhomes. When that was the case, Lucy would try to
sneak a spoonful of sugar into her bowl without Peter noticing and getting
her in trouble. Tonight she was successful.
“How was school?” Dad asked in a low voice. He was still in his suit,
and there were bags under his eyes. He asked this question every night,
sometimes even on the weekends after he was gone all day at his second
job selling copy machines.
“Fine,” said Peter, shoveling his food into his mouth.
“Fine,” said Lucy, scraping against the bottom of her bowl with each
bite in an attempt to scoop up the undissolved grains hiding below the
surface.
“What’d you do after school today?”
“Nothing much.” Peter looked up from his cereal and stared at Lucy.
“Ms. Beverly and I fed the fish today and I found a baby crab under a
rock!” Lucy knew she shouldn’t have said that, but she couldn’t help herself.
Dad put his spoon down and pushed his glasses up before narrowing his
eyes at Peter. “Peter, were you down at the beach with your sister?”
“Well I, uh…” Peter cleared his throat.
“You’re in charge of her while I’m gone, and that means if she goes to
the beach, you better be there too to keep an eye on her.”
“But she was with that old lady from down the street!” Peter protested.
“Yeah, Beverly watches me!”
“Peter, you are to watch your sister, no ‘but’s’ about it, okay?” He stared
at his son. “…Fine. Can I be excused?”
Dad nodded, and Peter pushed back his chair, placed his bowl in the
sink, and stormed upstairs. Lucy toyed with the last bit of milk in her bowl,
creating little waves swirling above the last bit of sugar.
Dad sighed. “Lucy, you know the rules. I understand you play with Ms.
Bishop at the beach, but you need someone who is capable of watching out
for you, understand?”
“But—”

The next day Peter was still mad at her, and he didn’t speak to her on
the bus or even on the short walk home. He kept his hands in his pockets
and his headphones over his ears.
“Peter. Peterrrrr. PETERRRRR!” Lucy tried all sorts of different tones,
skipping in circles around him as he walked.
“Lucy, I don’t want to talk to you,” He finally said.
“Peter come on! The fish were hungry, and Beverly said it would make
the sea happy!” Peter took his headphones off and bent to lift the garage
door. “It’s not just that, you broke our promise. You told dad you went to
the beach without me.”
They had made the alliance months ago when Lucy had refused to stay
cooped up inside on account of boredom, and Peter wanted to stay inside
and play video games, on account of he was the oldest.
“I’m sorry,” she said, “I promise not to tell again.” She tilted her head to
the side and stuck out her bottom lip, batting her eyelids up and down in
slow, exaggerated blinks.
Peter laughed. “Promise?” “Promise!”
Beverly was sitting on a pink striped blanket when Lucy got there. A picnic basket sat in the center. Beverly would sometimes bring them snacks,
and today she brought little sandwiches with funny brown cheese that reminded Lucy of caramel candies.
As they sat there watching the waves, seagulls flew overhead. A few of
them landed and tried to sidestep their way towards the picnic, so Lucy
stood up and ran at them, shooing them away. When she turned back towards the blanket, she saw another seagull poking at and then snatching
up the crust from her sandwich. Beverly sat and watched, smiling, and
Lucy ran back towards the blanket to protect her food.
“No you don’t, go away! Scram!”
The seagull dropped the bread crust and hastily flew away. Lucy looked
down at the remains on her plate, disappointed. Beverly laughed.
“They’re real tricksters, those seagulls are. They’ll steal anything you’ve
got. Know why?” Lucy shook her head as she sat back down on the blanket.
“They want to give the ocean gifts too, only they don’t have anything to
give. That’s why they steal. Little thieves, every single one of them. They
used to steal my son Eric’s lunch when he was your age. He would get so
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Dad put his spoon down and pushed his glasses up before narrowing his
eyes at Peter. “Peter, were you down at the beach with your sister?”
“Well I, uh…” Peter cleared his throat.
“You’re in charge of her while I’m gone, and that means if she goes to
the beach, you better be there too to keep an eye on her.”
“But she was with that old lady from down the street!” Peter protested.
“Yeah, Beverly watches me!”
“Peter, you are to watch your sister, no ‘but’s’ about it, okay?” He stared
at his son. “…Fine. Can I be excused?”
Dad nodded, and Peter pushed back his chair, placed his bowl in the
sink, and stormed upstairs. Lucy toyed with the last bit of milk in her bowl,
creating little waves swirling above the last bit of sugar.
Dad sighed. “Lucy, you know the rules. I understand you play with Ms.
Bishop at the beach, but you need someone who is capable of watching out
for you, understand?”
“But—”

The next day Peter was still mad at her, and he didn’t speak to her on
the bus or even on the short walk home. He kept his hands in his pockets
and his headphones over his ears.
“Peter. Peterrrrr. PETERRRRR!” Lucy tried all sorts of different tones,
skipping in circles around him as he walked.
“Lucy, I don’t want to talk to you,” He finally said.
“Peter come on! The fish were hungry, and Beverly said it would make
the sea happy!” Peter took his headphones off and bent to lift the garage
door. “It’s not just that, you broke our promise. You told dad you went to
the beach without me.”
They had made the alliance months ago when Lucy had refused to stay
cooped up inside on account of boredom, and Peter wanted to stay inside
and play video games, on account of he was the oldest.
“I’m sorry,” she said, “I promise not to tell again.” She tilted her head to
the side and stuck out her bottom lip, batting her eyelids up and down in
slow, exaggerated blinks.
Peter laughed. “Promise?” “Promise!”
Beverly was sitting on a pink striped blanket when Lucy got there. A picnic basket sat in the center. Beverly would sometimes bring them snacks,
and today she brought little sandwiches with funny brown cheese that reminded Lucy of caramel candies.
As they sat there watching the waves, seagulls flew overhead. A few of
them landed and tried to sidestep their way towards the picnic, so Lucy
stood up and ran at them, shooing them away. When she turned back towards the blanket, she saw another seagull poking at and then snatching
up the crust from her sandwich. Beverly sat and watched, smiling, and
Lucy ran back towards the blanket to protect her food.
“No you don’t, go away! Scram!”
The seagull dropped the bread crust and hastily flew away. Lucy looked
down at the remains on her plate, disappointed. Beverly laughed.
“They’re real tricksters, those seagulls are. They’ll steal anything you’ve
got. Know why?” Lucy shook her head as she sat back down on the blanket.
“They want to give the ocean gifts too, only they don’t have anything to
give. That’s why they steal. Little thieves, every single one of them. They
used to steal my son Eric’s lunch when he was your age. He would get so
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mad.” Beverly laughed a little and wiped one of her eyes. “But if I’m honest, I feel a little bad for the birds. Eric never quite understood the sea, not
like you Lucy.”
After they finished eating what was left, they walked up to the sea. Today it was daisies from Beverly’s garden. The two of them sang about daisies as they tossed the tiny white flowers in the air, where they danced
along the breeze before landing gracefully on the water and floating in and
out on the waves.
The next day it was raining when Lucy and Peter got off the bus and
Lucy didn’t see Beverly on the beach. This was odd. Beverly was down at
the beach rain or shine, and today Beverly was going to teach her how to
skip rocks.
Lucy pulled the hood of her red raincoat over her head and ran towards
home with Peter. After Peter opened the garage, Lucy told him that she
was going to Beverly’s house to see if she was ready.
Beverly’s house was just a few houses over, a bit further up the hill. It
had a yellowing picket fence overgrown with vines, and her yard stood tall
with all kinds of flowers, like the white daisies they had used the day prior.
On her porch lay all sorts of fantastic gifts that Beverly had discovered over
the years, including five rubber ducks, a broken mirror, a jar full of marbles, seventeen sets of mismatched sneakers, a busted jukebox, an anchor
that towered over Lucy’s head, a cowboy hat, three bicycle tires, a dark
cedar chest, and glass bottles of all sorts of different colors that lined her
porch railing. Beverly kept even more of her gifts inside. Lucy hoped one
day to have a collection as impressive as Beverly.
Lucy walked up to the door. She could hear muffled voices coming from
inside the house, angry voices. When Lucy knocked on the door, the voices
stopped.
She heard shuffling footsteps and then the door opened. Beverly’s brow
was furrowed, and the lines around her mouth looked deeper than usual,
but she smiled warmly at Lucy.
“Oh Lucy my dear, I—I can’t join you today, my apologies.”
“Mom, who is that? Oh, hello.” A man walked towards the door and
smiled at Lucy. He wore a clean button-down shirt tucked into his pants
and his hair was combed neatly across his head. “You must be Lucy” he
smiled. “I’m Eric, nice to meet you.” He held out a hand.
Lucy nodded and looked at her feet.
“Lucy I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I have to take my mom with me
today, and I’m afraid she won’t be coming back here for a while. This old
house is just too big for her, and she really shouldn’t be all alone. You understand, right?”
She glared Eric, who still smiled at her. She turned towards Beverly.
“But we need to go to the beach.” The old woman’s face was sad.
“We’ll go again, I promise. But in the meantime, it’s up to you to mind
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the sea, hmm?” Beverly’s veiny hands reached out towards Lucy, bringing
her in for a hug. Lucy hugged her back hard, her face buried into Beverly’s
polka-dot shawl, leaving behind wet splotches. Beverly smelled like the
waves.
When they let go, Beverly’s pocket watch caught briefly on Lucy’s coat
zipper before swinging back to lay against Beverly’s shawl.
Beverly’s purpled hands caressed the watch. “Did I ever tell you my father left me this gift? He always said that I ought to get my own watch, and
now I’ll never be late.” Lucy sniffed and smiled at Beverly.
“You’re not going to live in the ocean, are you?”
“Heavens no, not yet anyway. I’m just going to live somewhere else. But
you keep feeding the fish, okay?”
Lucy nodded. “Goodbye, Miss Lucy.”
Lucy went down to the beach and tried to skip rocks by herself, but
they were all gobbled up by the waves as soon as they hit the water. She
watched as a white car drove away with Beverly inside, and then decided
to go back home. The rain was soaking through her coat and she was shivering. The fish probably weren’t hungry today.
At dinner, Dad talked about the “for sale” sign in front of Beverly’s
house, and asked Lucy if she was alright. She nodded, but didn’t feel much
like talking, so she poked at her noodles until dad told her she could go
upstairs. She looked out her window at the sea, where the waves were large
and sent foamy sprays up into the air as they met the shore. It was still
raining.
Lucy laid on her bed, staring at her collection of gifts from the sea. She
wondered who sent her those gifts. The brown flip flop was pretty small,
and she thought that maybe it could’ve been from the boy who died on the
train tracks. She wondered if her mother had sent her anything, or if she
remembered Lucy at all. Her mother had died right after she was born
after all, so it was possible her mom didn’t even really know her.
This made Lucy sad, and she curled up underneath her comforter. If her
mom didn’t even know her, of course she wouldn’t leave her a gift. Maybe,
she thought, she should bring a gift for her mother, something she’d really
like, and then her mother would know she was there.
Lucy rolled off her bed and went downstairs. She could hear Peter yelling from the TV room. He almost always played some silly shooter game
after dinner, yelling over his headset so loud Lucy was sure his friends
could hear him even without the microphone. Dad was washing dishes,
humming the low notes of a song she didn’t recognize. She tiptoed her way
past him, hoping he wouldn’t notice her.
“Now just where do you think you’re going, missy?” He dried his hands
on a rag as he turned to face her. He was smiling.
Lucy froze, and then slowly turned to face him. “I’m just going to play in
the garage. I found some cool shells today.”
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After they finished eating what was left, they walked up to the sea. Today it was daisies from Beverly’s garden. The two of them sang about daisies as they tossed the tiny white flowers in the air, where they danced
along the breeze before landing gracefully on the water and floating in and
out on the waves.
The next day it was raining when Lucy and Peter got off the bus and
Lucy didn’t see Beverly on the beach. This was odd. Beverly was down at
the beach rain or shine, and today Beverly was going to teach her how to
skip rocks.
Lucy pulled the hood of her red raincoat over her head and ran towards
home with Peter. After Peter opened the garage, Lucy told him that she
was going to Beverly’s house to see if she was ready.
Beverly’s house was just a few houses over, a bit further up the hill. It
had a yellowing picket fence overgrown with vines, and her yard stood tall
with all kinds of flowers, like the white daisies they had used the day prior.
On her porch lay all sorts of fantastic gifts that Beverly had discovered over
the years, including five rubber ducks, a broken mirror, a jar full of marbles, seventeen sets of mismatched sneakers, a busted jukebox, an anchor
that towered over Lucy’s head, a cowboy hat, three bicycle tires, a dark
cedar chest, and glass bottles of all sorts of different colors that lined her
porch railing. Beverly kept even more of her gifts inside. Lucy hoped one
day to have a collection as impressive as Beverly.
Lucy walked up to the door. She could hear muffled voices coming from
inside the house, angry voices. When Lucy knocked on the door, the voices
stopped.
She heard shuffling footsteps and then the door opened. Beverly’s brow
was furrowed, and the lines around her mouth looked deeper than usual,
but she smiled warmly at Lucy.
“Oh Lucy my dear, I—I can’t join you today, my apologies.”
“Mom, who is that? Oh, hello.” A man walked towards the door and
smiled at Lucy. He wore a clean button-down shirt tucked into his pants
and his hair was combed neatly across his head. “You must be Lucy” he
smiled. “I’m Eric, nice to meet you.” He held out a hand.
Lucy nodded and looked at her feet.
“Lucy I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I have to take my mom with me
today, and I’m afraid she won’t be coming back here for a while. This old
house is just too big for her, and she really shouldn’t be all alone. You understand, right?”
She glared Eric, who still smiled at her. She turned towards Beverly.
“But we need to go to the beach.” The old woman’s face was sad.
“We’ll go again, I promise. But in the meantime, it’s up to you to mind
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the sea, hmm?” Beverly’s veiny hands reached out towards Lucy, bringing
her in for a hug. Lucy hugged her back hard, her face buried into Beverly’s
polka-dot shawl, leaving behind wet splotches. Beverly smelled like the
waves.
When they let go, Beverly’s pocket watch caught briefly on Lucy’s coat
zipper before swinging back to lay against Beverly’s shawl.
Beverly’s purpled hands caressed the watch. “Did I ever tell you my father left me this gift? He always said that I ought to get my own watch, and
now I’ll never be late.” Lucy sniffed and smiled at Beverly.
“You’re not going to live in the ocean, are you?”
“Heavens no, not yet anyway. I’m just going to live somewhere else. But
you keep feeding the fish, okay?”
Lucy nodded. “Goodbye, Miss Lucy.”
Lucy went down to the beach and tried to skip rocks by herself, but
they were all gobbled up by the waves as soon as they hit the water. She
watched as a white car drove away with Beverly inside, and then decided
to go back home. The rain was soaking through her coat and she was shivering. The fish probably weren’t hungry today.
At dinner, Dad talked about the “for sale” sign in front of Beverly’s
house, and asked Lucy if she was alright. She nodded, but didn’t feel much
like talking, so she poked at her noodles until dad told her she could go
upstairs. She looked out her window at the sea, where the waves were large
and sent foamy sprays up into the air as they met the shore. It was still
raining.
Lucy laid on her bed, staring at her collection of gifts from the sea. She
wondered who sent her those gifts. The brown flip flop was pretty small,
and she thought that maybe it could’ve been from the boy who died on the
train tracks. She wondered if her mother had sent her anything, or if she
remembered Lucy at all. Her mother had died right after she was born
after all, so it was possible her mom didn’t even really know her.
This made Lucy sad, and she curled up underneath her comforter. If her
mom didn’t even know her, of course she wouldn’t leave her a gift. Maybe,
she thought, she should bring a gift for her mother, something she’d really
like, and then her mother would know she was there.
Lucy rolled off her bed and went downstairs. She could hear Peter yelling from the TV room. He almost always played some silly shooter game
after dinner, yelling over his headset so loud Lucy was sure his friends
could hear him even without the microphone. Dad was washing dishes,
humming the low notes of a song she didn’t recognize. She tiptoed her way
past him, hoping he wouldn’t notice her.
“Now just where do you think you’re going, missy?” He dried his hands
on a rag as he turned to face her. He was smiling.
Lucy froze, and then slowly turned to face him. “I’m just going to play in
the garage. I found some cool shells today.”
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“Alright, but not too long, okay? Its bedtime soon. Say, why don’t we
finally clean up those boxes in the garage this weekend, the three of us? It’s
turning into a jungle out there!”
Lucy had heard her dad suggest that they clean the garage many times
before, so she knew it wouldn’t really happen. Usually by the time he came
home from his second job, he barely had enough energy to make it to his
armchair. “Sounds good dad!” She called as she ran out of the kitchen.
Once in the garage, Lucy began opening the boxes that lined the walls.
The boxes weren’t labelled, and the things inside them were packed as
though they had been thrown into the boxes as quickly as possible. In the
first box, she found a blue mug with flowers on it, three scarves, a curling
iron, a pair of sunglasses, and a stack of books about Australia. The other
boxes offered similarly odd arrangements of objects, all of which had belonged to her mother.
Lucy sat criss-cross applesauce on the cold cement and listened to the
patter of rain outside as she methodically worked her way through the
boxes she’d always passed by, but had never bothered to look in before. After half an hour of digging, Lucy finally decided on a blue scarf with silver
sequins. She shoved the boxes back against the wall and quickly ran past
her dad, who had now busied himself with last week’s crossword, and back
upstairs.
In her room, Lucy admired the scarf. It looked just like it did in the picture sitting on her dresser, just behind the broken oar handle. She looked
at the picture once more – a thinner version of her dad laughing with the
brown-haired woman wearing a blue scarf. A koala bear clinging to the
woman’s – her mother’s – arm.
Lucy folded the scarf in two and draped it around her neck just as her
mother had worn it. Looking at herself in the mirror, she nodded. This
would do nicely. Her mom was sure to notice her now with a gift like this.
She twirled around her room, dancing with the scarf around her neck
when Peter walked by. He caught sight of the scarf out of the corner of his
eye and was in Lucy’s room like a bolt of lightning.
“Where’d you get that? What are you doing with it?” He demanded,
yanking the scarf from Lucy’s neck.
“Hey!” she shouted, “that’s mine! I’m using it!” She tried to reach for
it, but Peter held it high above her head. “I need to give it to the sea!” She
cried, jumping to grab it.
“What!” Peter’s face turned tomato-colored. “This was mom’s, you can’t
just throw it into the ocean! Mom’s dead, she’s not at the bottom of the
sea!”
Lucy stopped jumping.
“You can’t have it! You didn’t even know her!” Peter ran to his room
with the scarf and slammed the door.
She chased him and banged on his door, and when she got no response,
she ran to her room and slammed her door too.

“Hey, no slamming doors!” Dad’s sleepy voice called from downstairs.
A while later Lucy was curled up on her bed facing away from her door.
It was past bedtime and she hadn’t brushed her teeth yet, so when the door
creaked open, she knew it was dad.
“I’ll brush my teeth in a minute, go away.”
“Lucy, are you okay?” She felt her bed sink down, and when dad’s hand
touched her shoulder, she buried her head further into her pillow.
“I’m sorry your friend, Ms. Bish—Beverly, moved away.” He gently
grabbed Lucy’s arm, bringing her upright and into his arms. “Come here
pumpkin.”
Tears leaked down her cheeks, collecting in a giant wet splotch on dad’s
shirt. When she noticed this, she sniffed her nose and giggled.
“Now what’s so funny?” He looked down and opened his mouth wide in
fake surprise, “You’ve soaked my shirt!” Lucy knew he was pretending to
be mad, but it still made her smile. Her tears slowed down.
“Dad?”
“Yes, sweetheart?”
“Do you think mom loved me?”
Dad’s face turned serious. “Why would you even ask such a question, of
course she did.” Lucy nodded. “I miss her.”
Dad squeezed Lucy tight. “I do too, every day.” After a long pause, he
said, “You know what I do when I find myself missing her?” Lucy shook
her head. “I make myself a cup of her favorite tea. Want some?”
Lucy had never had tea before, and she thought it was more of a grownup drink, but she nodded yes.
“I’ll be right back, you get cozy.”
When dad come back with two steaming cups of tea, the two of them
sat on Lucy’s bed until it was all gone. It tasted sweet and made Lucy feel
warm inside. Dad told her stories about her mom, like how she worked
with sick animals, and how she wanted to move to Australia, and how her
favorite color was blue. They talked until the stars were bright in the sky
and Lucy was carried away by dreams.
Lucy and Peter didn’t talk the next day. When they got home from
school, Lucy marched inside and went straight to her room, where she
spent the rest of the afternoon sitting on her bed staring out at the sea. She
thought about Beverly and whether she still lived by the ocean. She wondered if Beverly was right, or if her mom didn’t really live under the waves.
The rain had stopped, but it was very windy outside. Nearby pine trees
shook and swayed and the ocean playfully pounced against the shore. It reminded her of the day that she and Beverly tried feeding the sea popcorn.
When they threw the fluffy food up into the air, it all blew back at them,
landing on the shore. They had laughed so hard that day.
“I guess the ocean doesn’t feel like popcorn today!” Beverly laughed as
she held on tight to her floppy purple hat as Lucy danced around the waves
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though they had been thrown into the boxes as quickly as possible. In the
first box, she found a blue mug with flowers on it, three scarves, a curling
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boxes offered similarly odd arrangements of objects, all of which had belonged to her mother.
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at the picture once more – a thinner version of her dad laughing with the
brown-haired woman wearing a blue scarf. A koala bear clinging to the
woman’s – her mother’s – arm.
Lucy folded the scarf in two and draped it around her neck just as her
mother had worn it. Looking at herself in the mirror, she nodded. This
would do nicely. Her mom was sure to notice her now with a gift like this.
She twirled around her room, dancing with the scarf around her neck
when Peter walked by. He caught sight of the scarf out of the corner of his
eye and was in Lucy’s room like a bolt of lightning.
“Where’d you get that? What are you doing with it?” He demanded,
yanking the scarf from Lucy’s neck.
“Hey!” she shouted, “that’s mine! I’m using it!” She tried to reach for
it, but Peter held it high above her head. “I need to give it to the sea!” She
cried, jumping to grab it.
“What!” Peter’s face turned tomato-colored. “This was mom’s, you can’t
just throw it into the ocean! Mom’s dead, she’s not at the bottom of the
sea!”
Lucy stopped jumping.
“You can’t have it! You didn’t even know her!” Peter ran to his room
with the scarf and slammed the door.
She chased him and banged on his door, and when she got no response,
she ran to her room and slammed her door too.

“Hey, no slamming doors!” Dad’s sleepy voice called from downstairs.
A while later Lucy was curled up on her bed facing away from her door.
It was past bedtime and she hadn’t brushed her teeth yet, so when the door
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“Lucy, are you okay?” She felt her bed sink down, and when dad’s hand
touched her shoulder, she buried her head further into her pillow.
“I’m sorry your friend, Ms. Bish—Beverly, moved away.” He gently
grabbed Lucy’s arm, bringing her upright and into his arms. “Come here
pumpkin.”
Tears leaked down her cheeks, collecting in a giant wet splotch on dad’s
shirt. When she noticed this, she sniffed her nose and giggled.
“Now what’s so funny?” He looked down and opened his mouth wide in
fake surprise, “You’ve soaked my shirt!” Lucy knew he was pretending to
be mad, but it still made her smile. Her tears slowed down.
“Dad?”
“Yes, sweetheart?”
“Do you think mom loved me?”
Dad’s face turned serious. “Why would you even ask such a question, of
course she did.” Lucy nodded. “I miss her.”
Dad squeezed Lucy tight. “I do too, every day.” After a long pause, he
said, “You know what I do when I find myself missing her?” Lucy shook
her head. “I make myself a cup of her favorite tea. Want some?”
Lucy had never had tea before, and she thought it was more of a grownup drink, but she nodded yes.
“I’ll be right back, you get cozy.”
When dad come back with two steaming cups of tea, the two of them
sat on Lucy’s bed until it was all gone. It tasted sweet and made Lucy feel
warm inside. Dad told her stories about her mom, like how she worked
with sick animals, and how she wanted to move to Australia, and how her
favorite color was blue. They talked until the stars were bright in the sky
and Lucy was carried away by dreams.
Lucy and Peter didn’t talk the next day. When they got home from
school, Lucy marched inside and went straight to her room, where she
spent the rest of the afternoon sitting on her bed staring out at the sea. She
thought about Beverly and whether she still lived by the ocean. She wondered if Beverly was right, or if her mom didn’t really live under the waves.
The rain had stopped, but it was very windy outside. Nearby pine trees
shook and swayed and the ocean playfully pounced against the shore. It reminded her of the day that she and Beverly tried feeding the sea popcorn.
When they threw the fluffy food up into the air, it all blew back at them,
landing on the shore. They had laughed so hard that day.
“I guess the ocean doesn’t feel like popcorn today!” Beverly laughed as
she held on tight to her floppy purple hat as Lucy danced around the waves
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giggling, despite her lip trembling from the chill in the air.
She hadn’t fed the sea since Beverly had gone, but Lucy didn’t have
much of an appetite and she guessed that the sea probably felt the same
way. Several trains whistled their way past the beach, but Lucy didn’t look.
The next day the sun was shining, and Lucy went to sit on the shore.
Peter didn’t say anything when she didn’t follow him home.
She had only eaten half of the peanut butter and jelly sandwich her dad
had packed for her during lunch, and she pulled her lunchbox out of her
backpack to grab the other half. She peeled the crust off and threw it towards a group of seagulls. They flapped out of the way, startled, and then
all swooped upon the scraps in a feathery fury.
She then began to tear her sandwich into little pieces and tossed them
one by one at the waves. The water tickled her feet in thanks. She smiled.
The seagulls, who had been sparring each other for the crust, all flapped
away suddenly, and Lucy turned to see what had caused the ruckus. Walking towards her was Peter, still in his jeans and hoodie and sneakers. Lucy
turned her head in the opposite direction and stuck her nose to the air.
Peter sat down next to her and pulled something out of his pocket, holding it in front of her. She turned slightly to peek at what it was. Her brother
was holding little bags of tea. Mom’s tea. Lucy turned towards him and
narrowed her eyes.
“These were sitting on the counter this morning and I just thought, you
know, if you want to, we could maybe dump these in the sea. Give mom a
drink.”
Lucy smiled faintly, but shook her head. “I think you were right, mom’s
not really in the ocean.” She threw the last piece of sandwich to the waves.
“Ms. Beverly was wrong.”
Peter stared out at the sea, and the two of them sat quietly, listening to
the waves break. “No,” he finally said, shaking his head, “I think that old
lady was on to something. She may have been a little cuckoo in the head,
but I think she was right about this one.”
Lucy turned to him, skeptical. “But if mom does love me like dad says,
then why hasn’t she brought me a gift like Ms. Beverly’s dad did?”
“Did dad ever tell you Mom wanted to move to Australia?” Lucy nodded. “I was really little when we went there on vacation, so I don’t remember it much, but mom always talked about it. She’d tell me all about the
koala bears and kangaroos. Anyway, I think mom is probably swimming
on the coast of Australia right now. That’s why she’s not here.”
Lucy thought about this, wondering if it could be true.
“But you know what’s so cool about the ocean?” Peter continued. 		
“What?”
“All the water is connected, everywhere, all over the globe. So if we put
the tea in here, I bet it will make it all the way to Australia. It will make it
all the way to mom.”
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Lucy stood up. “You really think so?”
“I do. Here,” Peter grabbed a pair of scissors from his pocket and
snipped the tops off the tea bags. The two of them waded into the water,
their pant legs soaking with water.
“One…”
“Two…” Lucy grinned. “THREE!”
The tea leaves sprinkled down into the water, and Lucy imagined them
swirling their way past whales and turtles and seahorses all the way to
Australia.
After the tea bags were all empty, the two of them sat on the shore and
watched the waves in silence.
“Thanks, Peter,” Lucy said softly. Peter nodded but remained silent.
They stayed on the beach, trying to jump over the small waves and flipping rocks over in search of hermit crabs until the five o’clock train whistle
echoed across the beach. Lucy and Peter turned to each other simultaneously and smiled.
“Last one there’s a rotten egg!” yelled Peter as he splashed out of the
water. When they were younger, when Peter wanted to play on the beach,
they played a game to see who could make it to the top of the bridge first,
earning the best spot directly above the speeding train. Peter had always
won, of course, but just on account of he was older and taller.
As he ran across the beach, the sand clung to his soaked jeans. Lucy
followed close behind giggling. The sand was warm against her bare feet
and she ran as fast as she could, leaving her backpack behind.
Just before the sand thinned into cement, Lucy’s eye caught something
shiny. Something blue. She stopped, leaning down to dig it out of the sand,
the sounds of Peter’s feet slapping away from her and up the bridge in a
sure victory.
Lucy picked it up and dusted the sand off. A bracelet. She inspected
the alternating blue and silver beads. One of the blue ones was missing,
causing the remaining beads to slide and click against each other as Lucy
turned it, and the rest of them were pretty scuffed up with sand still clinging in between them.
Over the rattle of the train, Lucy heard her brother slap his way back
down the bridge towards her. “Lucy, what are you doing? Winning’s not as
much fun without competition.”
She held the bracelet up for him to see. “Oh, cool find!”
Lucy slipped the bracelet over her wrist. It was much too large, and she
had hold her arm up to keep it from sliding off, but she didn’t mind.
Breaking into a run, she shouted, “C’mon, we’re missing the train!”
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giggling, despite her lip trembling from the chill in the air.
She hadn’t fed the sea since Beverly had gone, but Lucy didn’t have
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all the way to mom.”
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Lucy stood up. “You really think so?”
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NON-FICTION

AN
ODD FEAR OF WIND
Rachael Seymour
Growing up in the shadow of Glacier National Park, I’ve become familiar with the different regions and hiking paths and, despite its popularity,
the trail to Avalanche Lake has always been an old favorite. Simple and
quick, the majority of the walk is completely shaded in pines and cedars,
the floor carpeted in moss and with rivers and streams running down the
mountains. I’ve been up there enough times that most of the trips blend
together, save for one trip a few years ago. When my family heard an avalanche had knocked down some trees along the path during the winter,
me, my dad and brother Luke decided to check it out later that spring.
We got out of the car and were instantly greeted by gusts of unusually
strong wind. I looked up at the waving trees that shaded the first part of the
trail and my spine stiffened.
Since I was little, I’ve had an irrational fear of certain things moving
uncontrollably in the wind. Flags, wind chimes, tent flaps, laundry hung
out to dry. God help me if I see balloon men in car lots. Anything larger
than my hand moving in the wind sends my brain into a panic, and I’m either desperately trying to remove it from its current environment, weigh it
down, or remove myself and try to forget the image I just saw. Once when
I was seven, my parents tried to fix it by standing with me out on the porch
in the middle of a rainstorm while eating ice cream, watching our wind
chime get tossed around.
They would smile reassuringly and call out over the frantic chiming,
“See? It’s nothing to be afraid of!” All I could do was tearfully gnaw at my
cookies n’ cream bar and stare at my shoes. I couldn’t eat ice cream for
almost a year after that.
As we began our hike, the intensity of the wind picked up, taking my
anxiety with it. My stomach twisted in knots as I kept my eyes on my feet.
Embarrassment burned at my face. I wanted to leave.
The wind tore through the trees, causing them to sway and creak loudly. I
thought of debris among the branches being pulled free and crashing onto
our heads. As if he knew what I was thinking, Dad called out from behind,
“Don’t worry. The woods here are thick enough that not a lot can get by.
Just be alert.” The warning was meant to combine with his reassurance
and form a well-organized Dad Statement, but instead shoved the comfort
entirely out of my head and filled it with entire logs plunging through the
canopy and crushing me.
We continued hiking through the mountains. It wasn’t tourist season
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yet, and the wind and weather kept locals from joining us. The few hikers
we did see coming down the trail smiled encouragingly and told us to be
careful crossing “The Gap.”
Suddenly, the usual tunnel of green broke open. To our left, hundreds
of felled trees surrounded us and swept down into the pooled valley below
before draining out between two mountains. The mountains themselves
towered over us, their peaks hidden from shredded rain clouds. Waterfalls
trickled down their sides before the wind whipped them up into mist and
carried it away. The avalanche that occurred over the winter had punched
a massive opening into the thick forest, revealing a view no one had ever
seen before since the trail was created. This was “The Gap”. For the first
time, a feeling of excitement welled up and overtook my fear. It really felt
like we had stumbled onto something special. Even my dad, a cautious
man who isn’t one to stop in awe, couldn’t help but stare and take pictures
of dissolving waterfalls.
The wind began to howl, and the trees shook unlike anything I’ve seen
that day. I looked out into the valley and watched the trees arc in our direction. The realization dawned on me as wind funneled its way up the side of
the mountain, towards The Gap and the mess of broken timber. We were
standing right in its path, with another fifteen feet to get to the other side.
This hit my dad at the same time.
“Go quickly!” He shouted just as the wall hit us.
Dust and branches flew up against us. We ran down the path, trying
not to trip and protect our heads. I could hear something heavy and dead
cracking below, preparing its own flight course. I looked up just in time to
see a chunk of wood almost as long as my arm fly right by me. I froze for
a moment, trying to register what happened before I managed to lurch
forward again, stumbling until I was back under cover.
We stood for a moment, trying to catch our breath. My body shook as
images of the massive plank looped in my head. Even Luke, as relaxed as
he can be, stared wide-eyed at the opening as branches were thrown across
the path we were standing on moments before. He was bleeding a little
after something caught him in the ear. After inspecting it and giving him
a water bottle to clean it with, Dad stood and looked at us with his hands
on his hips and eyebrows raised in determination. My heart sank. It wasn’t
the pose of someone ready to turn around.
“Ok! Good hustle, guys,” Dad heaved before continuing on. Luke and I
glanced at each other. Not even the near death of his only daughter and the
maiming of one of his sons was enough to make us head back.
We continued down the path, with me understanding that we could actually die out here, and my dad still determined to keep moving.
“Just think of how cool it’ll look when we get up there.” He would remind us as we climbed over yet another fallen log on the path. I decided
that Dad went mad from the misting waterfalls and was willing to kill off
half his offspring in order to get the pictures he wanted.
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The trees continued to snap and creak and soon rain began to pour on
us. There were no more hikers to encourage us as we trudged further in
mud.
The trees slowly gave away to tall, swaying underbrush: a sign that we
were only a few more minutes away from the lake. Mud turned to deep
puddles.
We reached the outer ring of scrawny pines that hid the final reveal
of our destination. We quickly passed through them, dodging any wild
branches trying to scratch our faces.
I stood on the beach remains of Avalanche Lake. On a normal day, a
stretch of rocky beach would splay out for hikers to wander and rest on.
At the mouth of the lake, a conglomerate of dead trees gathered. But now
the lake was swollen with melting snow, swallowing everything up. The
normal crystal-blue water was now an oval of grey-green water churning
in its place. Murky water lapped at my shoes several feet closer than where
it should’ve been. The dead trees were only a couple floating logs, the rest
submerged beneath. On the other side, a curved wall of rock loomed above
me with waterfalls pouring down its face. Massive snow drifts still clung
to the sides, juxtaposing the green trees and grass just beneath it. Rain
clouds, blindingly bright from holding back the sun, curled along the edges
and threatened more rain. Gusts of strong winds seem to burst out from
everywhere and nowhere at once.
I sat down on a tree root, amazed at what I saw. It was as if we had
come to the source of all my weather-related troubles that day. I unpacked
sandwiches and passed them around, unable to look away from the scene.
Wind whipped around us as if it no longer had a direction to follow. The
rain stopped and the sun shone down, briefly warming our faces. Despite
my frayed nerves, I couldn’t help but smile back up into the sky. “Pretty
cool, right?” My dad pulled out his camera. I nodded and smiled as he took
pictures of the lakes, the waterfalls, and me eating.
The wind continued to blow the whole way back until we were down in
the valley once more. And though I never got over my odd fear, I’ll never
forget the odd sense of peace I had in that moment sitting with the air lifting my hair, rustling waves and shredding clouds.

Raemarie Bruce
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POETRY

PRESSURE
COOKER
Julia Burkhart

I am falling fast past blistering veins of constellations,
I cookie crumble, condensation crawling molded clay on windshield glass this morning.
pouring moon behind cat litter Sapphire’s masked horizon.
Rising daybreak gores strewn gaps grinding glittered clouds.
Morning comes, I’m thatched in my body more than ever before but i’m still
latched in this pressure cooker and everything just boils.

I’m ring casted, shattered clavicle mostly mosaicked together.
Not a fading stamp, patters ripple snapping stiff clamped icicles plane
crash pavement, or molted trees breathing free out
maimed gashes of frozen theater curtained bark:
early grave moated in cement corrading.
I’m a hurricane lamp, aflame ashes smolder gold saccharine sweet:
I can’t keep blurring pastel fingertips on window panes.
Oils cracking glass; I can’t quench here.
So I broil over molten metal spreading toast thin.
Roasting smoke singes my throat’s stripped screw thread,
no matter if I twist and pry. I tea kettle my diaphragm
at early grey brewed dark atmosphere drenched
whipping winter winds. Stoking cinders sparks a
sigh goddamn flat coast clear, no one around to hear belted chord.
I can’t ignore my frame melting down from mirrors view.
Why can I only see the fucking formica counter or broken shower,
draping cape towels on the rack? Stuck perpetually trying to pass.
Warm steam tetherballs, wrapping through saturated hair.
Sitting in the hatchback Explorer skating on trapped black ice flares
across traffic storms caught in congested avenues.
Flowing leather thick Clark Fork river stream stagnates; freezing stoplights.
Tires biting frosted slop roads; squeezing your hand,
the stag doesn’t wait. Grating bumper, for a second before the deer meteors
against asphalt centerline everything is weightless.
The tenor radiator tracheotomy reverbs deep in both seats till we get home.
We fought Aching screams in glowing high beams.
I cling onto your arm till we’re out of harm way and sore.
I want to unravel or fly, but I can’t even swing anymore, I get vertigo.
Thrown cigarette debris stirs, swirling dancers shorelines
sewn zig-zagging stars table set Pattee Canyon sky glued to
Jay’s film camera flash; she snaps the picture and shows it to me.
Converse pirouette stammering puddles,
I look at the photo I know whose sitting on that bench.
Sick of seeing myself stripped down: raw prey running breakneck
pace, no grace just animal instinct, not erased just blinking sunsets,
bracing for impact, tracing scraped bike wreck knee skin
hangs lace before I slingshot fast as my fucking legs peddle.
My hips click claves brass throes penny rust fluorescence
pouring over dense watercress crescent moonlight. Lipstick is gasoline and certain
flames are deserved so just like that sing for me please;
sing for me, sing for me, sing for me, sing for me, sing for me, and burn.
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NOWHERE
Haynes
Petra awoke to smell of gasoline.
The sharp scent brought forth an instinctual, primordial panic. She stirred,
moving away from the smell before she had even opened her eyes. She regretted it
when she did.
Her ship was on fire.
Petra coughed wetly as she pushed herself away from the nearest flames. Her
legs didn’t seem to be working, so she used the brute force of the adrenaline surging through her to pull her body across the floor of her ship, shoving away pieces of
the hull and burning her hands in the process. She blinked blood out of her eyes as
she took in the broken pieces of metal around her. Was she bleeding?
Glancing above, her eyes straining through the thick layer of smoke, she
glimpsed purple clouds drifting in the sky and realized two things at once: there
were gaping holes in her ship and she was no longer in orbit. Her legs started to
tingle, alerting her to their existence. She flexed her toes in her boots. Petra rose
shakily to her knees, hyperaware of the flames licking too close to her back and
haphazardly crawled in a direction she hoped was away. In front of her, sunlight
poked through a sizable rift in the flooring that let out to the ground below. Could
she make the jump? She didn’t have time—already she felt the heat of the flames at
her back again. Petra shoved a sparking control panel out of her way and launched
herself through the hole.
The party was in full swing on Ethon. The large, clean room packed with both
the inhabitants of the Floating City and a variety of travelers, rang with conversation of at least a dozen different dialects. Petra wore a black set of lacy, formal
clothes, expensive enough to get her through the doors and sufficiently nondescript
for her true purpose at the Ethonian party. She sighed and adjusted her tight collar,
pulling it as far away from her throat as it could go. She understood the need for the
elegant suit, but did it have to be so uncomfortable?
“On your left,” Vitri muttered. Her webbed hand gripped the glass in front of her
only slightly too tight.
Petra waved down the bartender, taking the opportunity to run her eyes casually over the Lecian at the end of the bar. Despite his—or her, Petra was never sure
of a Lecian’s gender at first glance—formal dress-wear, the alien form was unmistakable. Long, thin tentacles—or sensors as humans had dubbed them—protruded
from his oily head. He tapped a viscous pair of claws impatiently on the bar counter.
The bartender looked Petra up and down, his large beady eyes unreadable. Petra wasn’t the only human at this gathering, but she was one of few.
“What are you having?” the bartender asked in carefully practiced Terran. His
delivery was perfect aside from the way he lingered on the “e” sounds, as many of
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the Ethonians did.
“Moondew, please and thank you,” Petra said quietly.
The Lecian across the bar reached into his pocket and withdrew his telecommuter, narrowing his tiny, beetle-like eyes as he read his screen. Once the bartender moved away, Vitri inclined her head towards Petra.
“We should move now,” Vitri whispered, agitated. The slits of her nostrils flared.
“Patience, friend,” Petra said, as the bartender returned with her drink.
Vitri sighed and adjusted her grey slip. The material flowed over her body like
water, defining her green scales and muscular, fluid form. There was a plethora of
Saluths at the party, so Vitri had insisted on wearing an enticing dress. “Us Saluths
will be dressed far more extravagantly than any of the others, mark my words,”
Vitri had said earlier when the two were purchasing formalwear. Petra supposed
her friend had been right. Compared to the other Saluths—many of whom donned
sinuous gowns made of woven nitrogen—Vitri was dressed tastefully.
The Lecian stood abruptly on its three hind legs and tucked his telecommuter
back into his pocket before disappearing into the crowd.
Silently, Petra and Vitri followed.
Petra lay gaping, face down in the dirt, trying desperately to remember how to
breathe. She thought for a moment that she must look like a flopping fish when it
finds itself on land.
A sharp sting to her cheek enabled her lungs to begin working, and she gasped
in pain, her hand going to face and coming back bloody. As she took several ragged
breaths, she realized why she could smell the exposed fuel line of her ship in the
first place. The glass of her helmet had shattered in the impact. Entire pieces were
missing, and a few seemed to be embedded in her skin. What was she breathing in?
She wasn’t sure if she could stand yet. Crawling she could do. She whipped her
head back and forth as she moved. The terrain was barren except for a few driedup bushels of plants and a large rocky structure on her right. She turned her body
towards the rock. Her suit, punctured and full of holes, was weighing her down.
The sky above her remained purple. The sun was just beginning to set over the
horizon, and she could see four moons just to the east.
When she didn’t immediately begin suffocating, Petra calmed down a bit. The
air had to be at least part oxygen. She didn’t feel lightheaded. At least not yet.
And her skin appeared to be its normal hue, not green or purple, so she could rule
out some of the more toxic gases that the outlier planets possessed in their atmosphere.
Where was she?
Petra took a moment to pause and remove her helmet. It was impeding her
vision and wasn’t doing its job anyways. She tossed it to the side and continued
crawling, moving faster and faster, staring single-mindedly at the mound of rock.
She reached the rocky structure just as the ship exploded behind her. The force
of the blast threw her body into the side of the rock. She groaned, overcome with
new pain. Slumped on the ground, staring at the ruins of her ship in the distance,
Petra let out a single, piteous, choked sob.
“Have you ever been to Salu?” Vitri asked.
Petra looked up from dismembering the Lecian’s body. Vitri leaned against the
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NOWHERE
Haynes
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the Ethonians did.
“Moondew, please and thank you,” Petra said quietly.
The Lecian across the bar reached into his pocket and withdrew his telecommuter, narrowing his tiny, beetle-like eyes as he read his screen. Once the bartender moved away, Vitri inclined her head towards Petra.
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When she didn’t immediately begin suffocating, Petra calmed down a bit. The
air had to be at least part oxygen. She didn’t feel lightheaded. At least not yet.
And her skin appeared to be its normal hue, not green or purple, so she could rule
out some of the more toxic gases that the outlier planets possessed in their atmosphere.
Where was she?
Petra took a moment to pause and remove her helmet. It was impeding her
vision and wasn’t doing its job anyways. She tossed it to the side and continued
crawling, moving faster and faster, staring single-mindedly at the mound of rock.
She reached the rocky structure just as the ship exploded behind her. The force
of the blast threw her body into the side of the rock. She groaned, overcome with
new pain. Slumped on the ground, staring at the ruins of her ship in the distance,
Petra let out a single, piteous, choked sob.
“Have you ever been to Salu?” Vitri asked.
Petra looked up from dismembering the Lecian’s body. Vitri leaned against the
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window, staring out at the Floating City.
“You know I haven’t,” Petra said. “Now come back here and help me.”
Vitri complied, adjusting her slip so that none of the thick, brown blood of the
Lecian stained it. “It’s nice there, is all,” she continued. “So green. The air smells
clean and the water is cool to the touch. I think you would like it.”
Petra nodded her head but silently dissented. The aesthetics of the planets
made no difference to her. She could visit a planet that was dry, arid, and sweltering or one that was completely covered in rubber trees. The work was all the same.
“Will you bag him?” Petra asked, gesturing to the several hacked off pieces of
the Lecian.
Vitri nodded, so Petra grabbed his telecommuter and synced it to her PDA,
looking for the most recent message.
MESSAGE RECEIVED: COOLERS. 24:00:00.
“I miss it sometimes,” Vitri said.
“What?” Petra asked. She disabled the tracking on the Lecian’s telecommuter
before powering it down.
“Home.”
The incessant beeping came from her PDA.
Petra had nodded off again around the time the flames had started to die down.
She sat propped up against the rock, feeling her body pound achingly with each
heartbeat. The sun was beginning to rise in the east—two of the moons remained
high in the sky—but she wasn’t sure how long she had slept for. The rotation period
of this planet could be shorter or longer than Earth’s—she would have no way of
knowing.
She needed to reach her PDA, wherever it was, but instead Petra closed her eyes
again, trying to concentrate. What had gone wrong? Vitri had directed her to the
ship. It was unmarked, but she was sure that it was calibrated correctly. Petra had
been flying under the radar— literally—in deep space around the outlier planets.
Her escape from Ethon had gone smoothly, and she thought she had left orbit quietly. It was possible that she had been followed…
ALERT: PETRA R. IVANOV
01:17:44
MESSAGE SENT: TARGET ELIMINATED
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED
EN ROUTE TO DEPARTURE FROM ETHON
Petra tucked her PDA into her sewn-in pocket as she and Vitri slipped unnoticed back into the party.
“Dance with me?” Petra asked. She grabbed Vitri’s cool, web-like hand and
spun her onto the floor.
“The bartender is staring,” Vitri said as they swayed to the music.
Petra turned them effortlessly, so she could catch a glimpse of the bar. The bartender was indeed staring directly at them, slowly wiping a glass clean.
“I forgot to drink my Moondew,” Petra recalled. A foolish mistake. She tried to
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keep her expression light. “He must have seen it on the counter and noticed that
we were gone. I’ve just told you a joke.”
“We should take separate ships then,” Vitri said, after laughing brightly at
something Petra hadn’t said. She kept a lingering smile on her face. “Hopefully the
information that you sent is worth it. The Council should be happy at least.”
Petra nodded. They needed to wait a bit longer and leave the party with a crowd.
She relaxed their rhythm as the Ethonian strings gradually slowed into a different
piece of music.
“Something you said earlier…” Petra hesitated. “Yes?” Vitri prompted.
“When you were talking about home…why did you bring that up?”
Vitri’s nostrils flared again. Her yellow eyes didn’t meet Petra’s. “Do you miss
Terra?” Vitri asked instead of answering.
Petra tilted her head. “No.” “Why not?”
“I suppose…because I don’t spend much time there.”
“But your family?” Vitri insisted. “Your Terran friends? Aren’t there people or
places that you long for on your home planet?”
“Why are you asking me this?” The pleasant mask on Petra’s face had dropped.
Vitri’s long tongue darted out and licked her lips. She didn’t seem to be aware of it.
“I don’t know. I just wonder where your loyalties lie.”
“What’s that supposed to mean? My loyalty lies with the Council.” “But beyond
that.”
Petra frowned. “Well, with you I suppose.”
They danced silently for the next song, pleasant masks having returned to their
faces. The bartender was no longer watching them.
Finally, Vitri asked, “Where do you belong?”
Her PDA had slipped into the confines of her suit. Petra wasn’t sure how it had
managed that. Last time she had checked it, it was tucked securely in the pocket
on her left hip. She frowned and shifted her weight. That side of her suit had completely ripped open. Petra unzipped the front. Wincing, she shimmied out of her
suit and pulled it away from her body. She grabbed the PDA where it had slipped
into the bottom near her feet. She scrolled through the four new alerts.
ALERT: PETRA R. IVANOV 14:28:56
APPROACHING ORBIT AT UNSAFE VELOCITY
SPEED: 29,558 KM/HR
ALERT: PETRA R. IVANOV 14:35:29
IMPACT IMMINET
ETA: 5 MIN 14 S
EVACUATE SHUTTLE
ALERT: PETRA R. IVANOV
14:43: 57
IMPACT ON PLANET ZOPRETHIA X
SOS CALL: SENT
ALERT: PETRA R. IVANOV 14:44:33
ARRIVAL ON ZOTHEPRIA X
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PLANET CLASSIFICATION: TERRESTRIAL, UNINHABITABLE,
NO ATMOSPHERE, AVG T: -55 C
INHABITANTS: 0
Petra shook her head, confused by the last alert. If the planet had no atmosphere, she wouldn’t have survived the crash. Looking above her, she could clearly
see the fluffy purple clouds that had been drifting in the sky since she had landed.
And she was obviously breathing some sort of oxygen. Average temperature -55
degrees Celsius? She wasn’t frozen. It was warm out, even without her space suit.
Off the top of her head, Petra judged that it was probably about 15 degrees Celcius.
Was her PDA malfunctioning? It should have sent out an SOS message to her reporting station when she crash-landed. Hopefully, Vitri had intercepted the call
and was on her way to this planet.
As Petra and Vitri slipped into the crowd that was headed for the exit, Petra
couldn’t help pondering Vitri’s question.
Where do you belong?
Petra wasn’t even really from Earth. She had been born on a space station hovering somewhere lightyears away from Earth. Amongst the creatures of different
planetary systems that lived on that station, it was easy for her for feel alienated,
especially after her mother died. It wasn’t until she was eight years old that she met
another human, a recruiter for the Council, who helped her improve her Terran
before shipping Petra off to work for the Council. She had been to Earth only twice
in her life, both for work purposes.
She was perfect for the job of course. She knew most dialects, knew how to keep
her mouth shut, and had no real sense of morality, something the Council was
very keen on. She had been doing their dirty work since she was old enough to fly
a ship. The others she worked with tended to avoid her. Sometimes they called her
a traitor, or a liar, or a thief. She denied nothing because maybe she was.
I just wonder where your loyalties lie.
Vitri should know that she was loyal to the Council. Petra had been the one to
train her after all, to immerse her in this world of secrets and lies and blood. Vitri
was the closest thing Petra had to a friend.
Maybe that’s not what Vitri had meant. Petra stared at the back of Vitri’s head,
her smooth scaly scalp glistened. Who was she loyal to? The Council obviously.
Petra probably. What would she give her life for?
Home.
Was that what Vitri had been hedging at? That she was loyal to her people? That
her people were loyal to her? Petra pursed her lips.
Where do you belong?
The sun was setting again. Judging on the time from her PDA, there was roughly three Terran hours of sunlight on this planet. Petra would just have to wait for
the sun to rise again to see what encompassed a full rotation here.
Her throat was parched, but she was hesitant to leave her rock. It felt like a
shield from the rest of this cold barren planet. She needed water eventually. And
food too. Her first action should be to check the smoldering remains of her ship. It
was unlikely that anything useful had survived, but it didn’t hurt to check.
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Petra rose slowly into a standing position, sucking in air through her teeth to try
and control the pain of her injuries. Could she walk that far? Maybe she should just
crawl. She shook her head stubbornly and moved a leg forward with purpose. And
then her other. Left. Right. It was getting better.
Inexplicably, she thought of Strontam. His bright purple eyes, so like the clouds
gathering above. Normally, she tried to pretend as if he had never existed, as
though he hadn’t molded her into who she was. She tried to imagine the planet he
had been exiled to. Was it one as barren as this? Or was it like Vitri’s home planet,
lush, and full of green. He always loved beautiful places.
Where was her rescue?
Early in Vitri’s training, she had asked, in a hushed voice, eyes darting around
the room nervously.
“What happened to Strontam?”
Petra paused in her data entry, looking intently at the screen. “We don’t speak
of such things,” she had said.
“He was your partner, though, wasn’t he?” Vitri persisted. “Before me? I heard
someone talking about him earlier, but he doesn’t come up anywhere in the system.”
Petra shut off the monitor and briefly disabled the microphones attached in the
training room. She took a deep breath to settle her nerves.
“Strontam served his time,” Petra had said. “The Council was done with him,
and they couldn’t risk him spilling secrets. I dealt with it. There was really no one
who would miss him anyways. They do the same things to felons you know.”
“But…what…happened to him?”
She found a half-burnt grain loaf in a compartment near the wreckage but no
water. Petra squinted in the distance, trying to make out any landmarks that she
might have missed. It was darker now, and the moons casted a strange purple light
over the land.
She was going to have to head out on foot if she wanted to find water. And fast.
Petra judged that it might be best to use the rock plinth as a landmark and head
Southeast. She searched around the wreckage and grabbed a long, sharp piece of
unburnt metal to use as a weapon, just in case the place the planet was inhabited.
Her PDA was wrong about everything else after all. It beeped as she pulled it out
of her pocket to check just once more. She breathed out a sign of relief. Maybe a
rescue ship was finally on its way.
ALERT: PETRA R. IVANOV 23:43:01
IMPACT ON XOPRETHIA X
SOS CALL: RECEIVED
ACTION: N/A
Petra read and reread the alert. Were they not sending a ship for her? Her PDA
beeped again. She held it too tight.
ALERT: XXXX X XXXXX 23:43:15
LOCATION: UNKNOWN
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PLANET CLASSIFICATION: TERRESTRIAL, UNINHABITABLE,
NO ATMOSPHERE, AVG T: -55 C
INHABITANTS: 0
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STATUS: UNKNOWN

FICTION

Petra shook her head slowly, not understanding. She’d never seen a message
like this. Perhaps the PDA was just broken. But then why had her name been redacted? She was breathing too fast. Sharp pains in her lungs told her that. Her
shaking hands opened a search bar in the directory.
SEARCH FOR: PETRA R. IVANOV
SEARCHING
SEARCHING
SEARCHING
BASE X EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND
Her PDA beeped.
ALERT: XXXX X XXXXX
XX:XX:XX
PDA#5829 STATUS: OFFLINE
ACTION: ERASE MEMORY
ACTION: SHUT DOWN
ACTION: DISABLE
The screen went black, the purple glow of a moon reflecting off of it and on to
her bloody hands. Petra stared, unmoving, unraveling.
Where do you belong?
Nowhere. She belonged nowhere.
Petra and Vitri hurried through the cargo bay, glancing behind them. Petra
could only hope that no one had seen them, and that the bartender had written
them off as eccentric and forgettable. She couldn’t afford to make mistakes like
that, especially when her last mission had had been a failure. She was lucky that
the Council had even entrusted her with this one. Vitri led her to a small ship
tucked in the corner.
“This one’s for you,” Vitri said, punching in a code to the terminal that opened
the ship doors. “I’ll take another one shortly.”
Petra pulled herself into the ship. “We should be able to meet back up in a day
or two,” she said, powering it up. “I can send you my coordinates when the coast is
clear. For now, I’ll hover around the outlier planets.”
Vitri stared at Petra like she wanted to say something. The Saluth’s nostrils
flared, but when she opened her mouth, no sound came out.
“What is it?” Petra asked, hand paused on the button that would seal her ship.
“I…nothing,” Vitri said, backing away. She raised a webbed hand into a salute.
“Goodbye, friend.”
Petra sealed the doors.
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PERFECT DARKNESS
CALE DUPLECHIEN

Entry One
I can’t remember what the light of day looks like. I only remember how
tingly it felt on my skin, how it automatically relaxed by mody better than
any masseuse or prescription drug. Any drug, for that matter; sorry to get
off tangent but I’m going postal. Absolutely mental. Crazy. Psycho. Wacko
cucku. Funny how well isolation and sensory deprivation decays the minds
of even the most sure of men. Before the corridor, I was a public attorney
in Little Rock, or, as we called it, ‘The Rock.’ I worked cases that were
mostly bullshit, as in my clients were primarily swindlers, fraudsters, and
racketeers. My most pious of clients probably wouldn’t have hesitated to
slit my throat for a buck.
Still, I loved it. Everything made fucking sense, everything had order.
There was always an explanation. If a solution at the office alluded me, all
I needed was to sink my teeth in and dig deeper. It was always in print, perhaps hidden, but the answer was always in paper. All I had to do was look.
There was always a ‘cause’ and subsequent, explicable ‘effects. ’On principal, I’ve always been a run-of-the-mill, straight shot kinda guy. Analytical
and skeptical. I didn’t accord myself with what I didn’t know, rather, I entertained only the tangible. I warranted my attention to solely those topics
I knew had scores on scores of archives. Religions, myths, folk-tales, bah.
If I wanted to think about make-believe I would have became a story-teller. Now I’m wondering if those things are as fictional as I once thought
them.
What changed, you ask? This fucking bathroom changed. I’m in Montana visiting my friend who’s working on his master thesis at the University in Missoula. I had never been to Montana before, Arkansas is a long way
from the North. We headed to his buddy’s house for a little houseparty.
Snow was coming down in droves and sticking upon the asphalt like tape.
Everyone had their shoes off, you know, a courteous gesture to keep the
floors dry. I think about that too fucking much, how much warmer would I
be now if I had just left my shoes on? For that matter, where would I be if
I had never attended that ill-fated party at all?
See my frustration? Questions of which will stand unanswered for eternity, if such it could be called. Can eternity exist wrapped in the confines of
a broken mind? I was partying, belligerently inebriated, yet belligerent in
it’s non-implied sense. I’ve never been an aggressive or hostile drunk, but
a damn loud one. Never mean nor ornery, simply rambunctious. I like to
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STATUS: UNKNOWN

FICTION

Petra shook her head slowly, not understanding. She’d never seen a message
like this. Perhaps the PDA was just broken. But then why had her name been redacted? She was breathing too fast. Sharp pains in her lungs told her that. Her
shaking hands opened a search bar in the directory.
SEARCH FOR: PETRA R. IVANOV
SEARCHING
SEARCHING
SEARCHING
BASE X EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND
Her PDA beeped.
ALERT: XXXX X XXXXX
XX:XX:XX
PDA#5829 STATUS: OFFLINE
ACTION: ERASE MEMORY
ACTION: SHUT DOWN
ACTION: DISABLE
The screen went black, the purple glow of a moon reflecting off of it and on to
her bloody hands. Petra stared, unmoving, unraveling.
Where do you belong?
Nowhere. She belonged nowhere.
Petra and Vitri hurried through the cargo bay, glancing behind them. Petra
could only hope that no one had seen them, and that the bartender had written
them off as eccentric and forgettable. She couldn’t afford to make mistakes like
that, especially when her last mission had had been a failure. She was lucky that
the Council had even entrusted her with this one. Vitri led her to a small ship
tucked in the corner.
“This one’s for you,” Vitri said, punching in a code to the terminal that opened
the ship doors. “I’ll take another one shortly.”
Petra pulled herself into the ship. “We should be able to meet back up in a day
or two,” she said, powering it up. “I can send you my coordinates when the coast is
clear. For now, I’ll hover around the outlier planets.”
Vitri stared at Petra like she wanted to say something. The Saluth’s nostrils
flared, but when she opened her mouth, no sound came out.
“What is it?” Petra asked, hand paused on the button that would seal her ship.
“I…nothing,” Vitri said, backing away. She raised a webbed hand into a salute.
“Goodbye, friend.”
Petra sealed the doors.
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have a good time and let others know it.
I’m in the basement, I’m fucked up, and I have to pee like a goddamn
jellyfish in September. I walk to the bathroom and breakdown into peals
of obnoxious laugher. Ridiculous laugher. The hallway sprawls endlessly
to the back of the bathroom, where a single toilet lays. It’s enough to make
Michael Jackson shiver in his grave. I walk in and aim my schnapper at the
toilet. I’m staggering and reeling, though, and I can’t say how much of my
repugnant body-liquid made it into the toilet. Not a lot is my guess; not a
lot at all.
I finish peeing and start laughing. I’m so drunk that I fail to notice the
lights snuffing out. It doesn’t, as you could well imagine, take me very long
to realize I’m standing in pitch-black darkness.
“You goddamn monkey,” I croak at the supposed jokester, “Turn on
those lights and hurry, now, man! I’m staunching the flow and I don’t
think I can manage much longer.”
A booming, cavernous laugh splits the cloak of darkness. I shiver and
reach in my pocket, hoping the BIC lighter from earlier is still there. It’s
not. Here I’m thinking, oh no, Jimmy, this isn’t good. This isn’t good at all.
“Hello?” I call again into the enshrining darkness, hoping for an answer
but dreading the one I somehow know will come.
The resounding voice chortles insidiously, mocking me. It stirred dread
and discontent alike. As if the voice of the earth had assume a malevolent
form and spoke to me from below the crust. I fail to flush the toilet (filled
with the rest of the urine spluttered from me after the wretched voice) and
run for the door. I reach out where the doorknob should be, but my hand
only grasps air. I panic and run forward, bracing myself for a door I know
should be there. Nothing. I’m met only by empty air and silent darkness.
Perfect darkness.
Infernal darkness.
“Help!” I shriek, banging on the walls. No reply. My ineffectual screams
splatter the darkness.
It doesn’t appear that I’ve moved at all. Where am I?
“Yo, dudes,” I hear my buddy ask a group of people. The voice is all
wrong, though. It’s like a bad connection on the phone, “Where’s Jimmy?”
“Charlie!” I scream, hopelessly banging on the walls now. I’m crying.
He doesn’t hear me… I pace the corridor devoid of light, searching the
confines. Exploring my new prison.
The elongated hallway seems very similar to the one bathed in the light,
except for a few subtle yet striking differences. The toilet is not porcelain,
instead it seems to be fashioned from some corrugated metal compound
unknown to me. The light switches on the walls are missing, as is the door
out of here.
I’ve been here for something resembling a week, and already the darkness is choking me, snuffing me, subverting my very being. I found the pen
and paper upon my first scrutiny of the room, yet I’ve hesitated to write

anything until now. Writing consecrates, consolidates, solidifies. I want
nothing more than to forget this ever happened. Writing makes it real.
Where am I, you ask? Nowhere. String theorists speculate that what we
think of as our universe is actually a three-dimensional surface ingrained
in a larger super-verse with nine spatial dimensions. Physicists in quantum mechanics argue that an unlimited amount of timelines exists with
infinite possibilities. Due to the scholarly foundation multiverse theories
contain, they’ve always intrigued and fascinated me. Before becoming a
lawyer, I wanted to be an astrophysicist. I saw how much guess-work was
involved and quickly became disillusioned.
E xperimentally unconfirmed, drawing doubt from many scholars around
the world, multiverse theories are the product of experimental speculation. We don’t know. We have pretty convincing evidence, though, that
argues against the idea of just one universe we live in, one world. So, how
many worlds exists, and how do you travel between worlds?
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity spurred a new model for how we look
at time and space, two seemingly independent factors. Einstein deduced
that they’re interchangeable and symbiotic. Some Japanese-American
physicist (I can’t remember her name) goes further, saying that quantum
particles nicknamed ‘strings’ make up quarks, quarks electrons, and so on
and so forth. These particles, of which compose the physical universe, are
arranged in a certain way due to a certain ‘frequency’ of the strings. What
constitutes that frequency?
Time. The eternal thief, the almighty shaper. How exactly time shapes
space is far beyond me, but give me a break, I’m working off shoddy research from when I was twelves years old. I assume that time flows in
a certain cadence, and whatever matter created is proportionate to the
rhythm of time, sort of like how a best poet’s work is written when he’s in a
certain head-space. That’s why, then, anything occurs. Why did the Reading Revolution not occur until the 17th century? It simply was not time for
everything to be crafted and arranged in such a way that would attack the
existing paradigms that exist and weave a new tapestry of innovation and
ingenuity.
Time wills all. Where will time will me? Insanity? Enlightenment? Anxiety? Supreme intellect? I have enough of all that, thank you very much.
I haven’t been hungry since I’ve arrived here. Why? Haven’t used the
bathroom. Why? Different laws of a different universe? No laws of a place
universe-less? If other worlds existed, the transportation between them
would be inefficient and gapping. Some seams of reality had to be ripped
and tattered, creating pockets that are not quite the tapestry and not quite
not the tapestry.
So where was I? Nonexistent. Alone. Trapped. Hell. Many people say
hell is repetition. I disagree. Hell is everywhere. Hell is in the government,
hell is in the people. Hell is all around us. I’d merely stepped into a non-diluted concentration of hell. A hell with a bit less dissolved sugar and artifi-
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cial sweeteners. Hell is darkness.
Entry Two
The pervading blackness continues. As I sit with it, though, I’m reminded not of black, but of dark purple. A psychedelic violet as sweet as incense
and as bitter as jasmine tea with no honey. I miss honey. I miss the wind
blowing my short hair back and tickling my scalp. I miss the sun kissing
my cheeks. I miss the ocean. I miss the ‘outer world’, as I’ve started to call
it.
My unbridled fear razes and pillages my mind. My one sanctuary is now
an augment of the blackness, the craziness. There is no escape. There is no
hope. There is only surrender. And darkness… so much darkness.
I remember when I was little, after gymnastics class my father would bring
me and my sister to Joe’s Bagels. Holy mother of fuck were they good. Joe,
the man with the limp, made all of his bagels from scratch. One day after
class, my sister and I are eating our bagels. She’s eating a raisin cinnamon
bagel (what???) and I’m eating a chocolate chip bagel. My dad’s in the
back, typical, having an animated conversation with Joe. Too animated to
watch us, at least.
A man with pupils too pinned and too dilated (I know now) to be sober
or sane sits across from us. Perhaps he was neither, I don’t know. Doesn’t
matter. He starts telling me about the ‘faculties of our minds,” and how
much more we’re capable of than we know.
“Automobiles, space travel, a tripling of life expectancy,” He tells me,
imbued with unadulterated awe, “Pocket-held music players. The possibilities are endless. We were given a mind unlike that of any other. Creativity
sets us apart from our primitive brothers. But…”
He paused, but I’ll never forget the ominous shadow that passed over
his face, “Creation leads to decay. The advancements in your mind can
eventually hinder and crush you. With great power comes terrible retributions. Remember that, kids. Your greatest asset can become your greatest
enemy if cultivated wrong.”
Spooky, right? What a great conversation for an eight-year-old kid. But
it stuck with me more adhesively than the silly hands I was playing with
at the time. It’s the truth. Our minds are invaluable, amazing, marvelous.
They can also become obstructions, abysmal, warped. Distorted.
I’ve always taken excellent care of myself both physically and mentally.
I know how fast that shit can avalanche. I simply hope that this eternal
darkness isn’t starting a slide.
I fucking hope.

and thinking. I need to keep my brain healthy. I’m better than that. It’s not
so bad. At least I have my mind, as sharp as ever.
What was that one riddle I had just heard?
There is a house. One enters it blind and comes out seeing. What is it?
A hospital? No, not that simple. The answer should be a bit more metaphorical. I’m better than that.
A psychic’s den? No, but not a bad one. I’ll know the correct answer
when I hear it.
I’m better than that.
Entry Four
I think there might be ants on the walls and cockroaches on the floor
a carpet of cockroaches scuttling with wings like scythes cutting me and
never leaving me alone and the worms come after or are they caterpillars
with their fuzzy ticklies that bite and scream and coax the walls to crash if
you’ve ever seen STAR WARS you’d know and I have so I’d have to say
I’d agree with you there pal oh comrade of mine I wish you could stop the
cockroaches they don’t exist nothing exists here and that’s why everything
can come and exist here nonexistent in the dark in the chapel in the basement bathroom with us and we can sing around a fire of shadow if you’d
only let it in the colors are musical and speak absolute volumes on the way
on the way it’s on the way !! Bacon biscuits with a side of bitches remember
me bakin bread
cool down relax take it easy stay cool stay fun be young stay cool
stay cool
im positively parched brother grab a seat let it in and dream with the night
and the nighttime is coming come in but leave your hat at the door if you
would NO not you cockroaches leave your leprechaun hats on I wouldn’t
have it any other way mmmmmmmm why not pass me a cigar and a top
hat id love a good game of poker oh boy could i take a good cup of black
coffee get my face on I haven’t been hungry since I’ve been back here and
how does cinderella feel mr charming absolution dissolution obtrusive
convulsive mesmerized concise wise dark rise night in flight drivving up
walls
ill be ur boy
There she goes again. Bye

Entry Three
I’m not sure why I was being so bleak the last two entries. I suppose
that’s my situation. I’m better than that. I will not lie down and accept
defeat. I’m better than that. I have plenty of strategies to keep myself fluid

Entry Five
I think I could be going crazy. Or delusional. Is there a difference? A
few minutes ago I was pounding on the walls, trying to get someone’s attention. No cockroaches. I’m yelling, I’m screaming. No fucking avail. An
enormous hand, detached from the arm, appears to me from the darkness.
A massive, incandescent, stark-white hand. I’m so confused I can hardly
react. What could I do, though? No running or hiding in my cozy little den.
Moreover, I’m not sure if mundane actions can ever breed supernatural
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results.
Malicious, heinous energy emanated from the lurid hand. Whatever
form of primitive or higher consciousness it may had, I knew it was from
the deepest annals of hell. There’s no escape from this, from myself. I am
useless here. The rotting, maggot-ridden carcass in my stomach decays.
Further.
I haven’t used the bathroom, drank, or eaten anything in weeks. Terrifying enough, I haven’t wanted to nor needed to. I believe this further proves
my point of an alternate dimension -- the physical laws of this universe are
architecturally different, meaning a human doesn’t need the same variables he needed to live normally. Would I age? Was I, as I hypothesized,
out of time completely? Is that why I don’t need food?
I am tired.
House of Congress? No, too political. Who goes into Congress blind?
And of those who do walk in blind, who walks out seeing afterward? A
church? People do come out of a church seeing more clearly, but that
doesn’t sound right. No, too righteous. I nearly lit up the darkness with a
smile. At least I had one exercise to think, something ground in reality. If
such a concept even exists anymore. Sanity is beginning to look a lot like
the light of day in my prison — perpetually absent.

sweep through the canyons faster than the rivers that carved them, heedful of only the sun’s final breath. Does it still breath? What do those canyons look like now? Do children, accompanied by a mother who’d soon
leave them alone, still ride those canyons. Is grass still compressed and
folded beneath the weight of hooves?
I remember the clouds. The different shapes they’d take on. I was always so
jealous. Now I don’t feel much envy. Fixity is an under-appreciated state.
Even so, life is constant change, even if you are unaware. Like the river, I
think the eviscerating blackness can carve its own canyons. It certainly has
the resolution to. I miss mom.

Entry SIX
The darkness isn’t as nefarious as before. Am I getting used to it? Like a
pool or a tough job? Maybe it’s a friend.
My unbridled fear hasn’t lessened, I’ve just gotten the jump on it. It can’t
hurt you so bad if you choose to face it. The darkness bleeds onto time’s irreproachable dais. Time is my greatest enemy. I talk to him still, growling
and coy. He never seems to stay for long, now does he? The demons are
growing restless on their boat.

Fuck, FUck, fuck.

A pin prick in the piercing darkness. I reply

silence

The days have been growing hazy. I find it harder and harder to recall the
days before the room. Who was I then? Where is he now?

Entry Six
My mind wanders faster. I worry for Jimmy. The darkness is menacing.
It seems unhappy about something. Seething. It seems to hold its breath.
Why did the shadows choose me as their patron? How grievously slow
do the days pass. Or shall I call them nights? I often have hallucinations
of which I’m chasing a butterfly down a metallic, hazy-red corridor. The
butterfly slips out of the threads of my net, so cleanly, everytime. Am I the
butterfly or the catcher?

You do what you do until you don’t. Then you do the don’ts heedless of the
do’s and regardless of the don’ts. Do or die, dude.
Entry Five
What is happening? I can’t remember the last few days at all. Days, of
course, are extremely difficult to measure when surrounded by impenetrable shadow, but I’m getting along. I’m losing gaps, gaping chunks, in my
memory. Gone. The darkness is changing me… influencing me. I’m struggling hard to remember how things were before, how I was.
Remember when mom would take us horse-riding in the meadows? We’d
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Entry SIX
The darkness is my friend It sings sweet songs of rain and rebirth.
It bows before none and loves me
Time is not my friend
Oh, hello there. Pardon me, care for a glass?
That feels heavenly. Please don’t stop. Your touch is silken.

Stop it. Quit it. STOP
Jimmy John of Jingletown, he sure loves his jam.
There’s a crepuscular beauty about the night. Sweet is it’s melody, mellifluously molding my mind. mmmmm, jam

Yeah, this one’s gravy.
I’m the net.
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I’ve been thinking about a quote from the Book of Jeremiah. “‘For I know
the plans I have for you’, declares the LORD, ‘plans to prosper you and
not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” What of plans disregarding future? What of hope when it is no more than a tattered fool’s
pipe-dream? How marvelous was his plan to keep me entrapped. I spit
bitterly on the ground. How, in any form, could an extended stay in the
darkness prosper me? How could this terror profit anyone? The God I was
raised to revere was particular but cruel. Fickle, yet terrible. Opposing attributes.
I am my God now. I have no need for others. I am sagacious beyond years.
The Darkness could agree. Everyone gets a turn. Those who oppose it’s
kiss will be punished. Punished.
School? Yes, a school!
Unperturbed. Excellent Brilliant Profound
It is happening. It is is coming. It is immortal.
Entry Six
We’d scour the rocky cove searching each small tidal pool for whatever
life it held. Often enough, there’d be a colorful community of crabs, mollusks, octopuses — you name it! What really caught my attention, though,
were the starfish. To sit there, immobile, constantly. What a waste. What
a curse. What a fuckin’ joke. Battered by the waves of an endless sea. My
sister would squeal in delight — innocent as per her usual. I would sit and
brood, brood and sit. What vicious act of creation would give life to… that!?
What god in his right mind would concoct such a pitiful existence. God is
left, left is wrong, wrong is light and light is darkness. Bring darkness for
the children.
Fate is a meticulous twine, supporting the golden goblet. The thread is
slit, the cup is shattered, grass wilts. Men nor Gods can ensare it. Only
together.
So sweet
So sweet is my beauitufl baby boy,
So sweet -My beauty.
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Kailyn Middlemist

You can’t remember when the dogs started barking, but it feels like it
has been days. The sound feels like it’s coming from all directions, including from inside your own home, surrounding the walls of your bedroom,
vibrating the water on your coffee table.
“Hell hounds,” says the next-door neighbor, unprompted. When she
smiles, you notice her teeth are yellow and crooked.
You wave and keep walking down the road. “Hell hounds!” she yells
after you.
The road leads to the only store, a small gas station, within miles, but
lately it has felt farther away than normal. It takes you an hour to walk
there today. By the time you enter the store, you’re drenched in a sticky
sweat that you already look forward to washing off in the shower. The air
conditioning unit in the gas station hung shuttering in the window above a
rack of old potato chips. When you walk by, though, there’s no air coming
through the vents. It’s too still.
The man behind the counter is staring in your direction, but not directly
at you. Somewhere above your head is where his eyes fall. When you nod at
him, he makes no sign that he’s noticed your presence at all.
“Pack of reds?” you ask.
The man finally looks at you – not in your eyes but between them.
“Hard?”
“Soft,” you answer.
As he reaches up to grab the pack of cigarettes, you catch a glimpse of a
tattoo on the soft part of his bicep. Some sort of sigil: a decapitated eagle,
a whip, a broken circle.
You tap the smokes against the heel of your hand before ripping open
the top and pulling one out with your teeth. You fish around in your front
pocket for the book of matches and feel the end of the cigarette getting
damp between your lips. You’re already sweating again. It takes you two
hours to walk home. There is no wind, everything is too still.
Inside, you strip off your clothes and start the shower. The water never gets more than lukewarm at best, but today you appreciate that. The
sweat is dripping from your forehead into your eyes and your clothes are
drenched. As you step into the shower, you notice that the water muffles
the barking, although it sounds like it’s coming from the vent in the ceiling.
The vent whirs and whirs, but no air comes out nor goes in.
You stay in the shower as long as you can, avoiding the dogs and the
sweat and the ineffectual sounds of the ceiling vents and fans that do noth81
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ing to move the air in any direction. Everything is too still and noisy. You
wonder if your neighbor was right. Are the hellhounds barking? What
would they want from you? Can she hear the barking, too?
Everything feels too still and noisy. Everything feels wrong. You feel
wrong. Incorrect. Mistaken. Unsound.
In your bedroom, on your bed, you stare at the wall. The barking has
become a howling and beneath the howling you hear something else. Tapping. Something in the walls. Tapping, moving, crawling. Hard, little feet
against the sheetrock walls. You try to blur the howling and focus on the
tapping, to pinpoint where it’s coming from, but the howling only gets
louder, and the tapping is coming from everywhere at once. It’s too loud,
it’s not right. You light another cigarette and hope that tonight you’ll sleep.
You beg the dogs to stop barking, the bugs or the mice or the demons to
stop tapping.
You wake up to silence.
“Hey,” shouts my neighbor. “Mick! Where ya been?”
I’m standing on my porch, lighting a cigarette. Martha, the neighbor,
is walking across the street with a mug of coffee in one hand and her own
pack of smokes in the other.
“Hiya, Martha,” I say. I don’t want to answer her question. I don’t know
where I’ve been. I don’t remember anything but noise and fear. Is it happening again? It’s been years. I called Dr. Gregory this morning, but he
didn’t answer and his voicemail was full. Was he ignoring me? Is he afraid
of me?
“Why ya smokin’ reds, Mick? Thought you started smokin’ those eagle
cigarettes. Cute little blue pack.”
“Ya know, Martha, I really don’t know. Thought I’d give ‘em a try.”
“I saw you walk to the store yesterday, ‘round 9am when I was lettin’
those damn hounds out. You didn’t come back for a few hours,” Martha
says. “Hon, why ya lookin’ at me like that?”
I don’t answer.
“Bless your heart, you must really be feelin’ the heat. How about you
come by later tonight and I’ll make you a casserole. You can help me with
the pups. They got their eyes open.” I nod and hug Martha as she stands to
leave. “Come by ‘round 5, toots.”
“Okay.”
In the hours before heading to Martha’s for supper, I sit in my living
room on a folding chair trying to remember what had happened in the
past few days. I hold my phone in my hand, waiting for Dr. Gregory to call
me back. I try calling again. Twice. Why the fuck isn’t he answering? What
if it’s happening again? Today is Tuesday, I know that. And I remember
being with Dane on Friday night. But then what? I don’t know what I did.
Or where I was. Or who I was with.
I get up to check my washing machine and find a bundle of clothes in
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there, already washed. I must have put a load in last night; the clothes are
still damp. There are dishes in the sink, food crusted on the plates. I figure
I’ll do them later, after dinner.
The air outside is still and heavy with humidity. I’m sweating when I
arrive at Martha’s door, after only crossing the street and walking not even
a block down the road. It’s hazy, as if I can see the humidity.
“Come on in, Mick! Glad you’re here.” Martha looks surprised at something, but my watch says 5 o’clock, so I’m not late. “I’ve tossed together
some supper. Sorry it’s so hot in here; the A/C ain’t workin’ right.”
“That’s alright, Martha. Don’t worry about it. What’s for dinner?”
“Tuna casserole. You wanna beer, toots?”
“Wouldn’t mind one, thank you kindly.”
I walk to the kitchen window and look out at Martha’s bloodhounds,
stuck in their kennels in the backyard. I tap on the glass and they all pick
their heads up to look at me. And then they start barking.
It’s so loud. You can’t stand it. You put your hands to your ears.
“Mick? Mick! Shut UP, you damn dogs! Mick! Mick, honey, are you alright?”
“Yeah… I think so.” I’m on the kitchen floor, huddled against the cabinets. My head is pounding, but the dogs have stopped barking and the
pain is already starting to fade. “I think I need to go home,” I say, standing
up and bracing myself against the counter. I’m dizzy.
“Are you sure you don’t want food, hon?” I shake my head. “Okay, I’ll
pack you something up and you can take it with you for later. What happened? Are you sure you’re okay?”
“Yeah, I think so. Not sure what that was about. Guess I just need some
rest.”
It’s happening again. I know it’s happening again.
I want to go home and lie down. I’m exhausted, even though I haven’t
done anything all day except worry about myself. The air is so still and
heavy, the heat must be wearing me down. Is this what heatstroke feels
like? I feel fuzzy, wrong. Something feels off about me, like the flu but in
my head. My brain feels dense and my blood feels thick.
“Alright. Well, you get home and you go straight to bed. Get some water,
too. You’ll feel like new in the morning. You’re only 24, you’ll get better –
easy.”
As I walk to the front door, I pass the air conditioner, the one Martha
said wasn’t working. It’s on and rattling, but no air is blowing the streamers out. I accidentally slam the door on the way out, startling the dogs.
There’s a splitting pain in your head, and you fall to the ground again.
Your neighbor leans over you, smiling with her crooked and yellow teeth.
You flinch away from her and clutch your head.
Your neighbor tries to grab you, but you shove her to the ground and
stand up, backing away from her. She’s still smiling at you. You turn and
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run.
You run down the street, toward and then past the gas station. Into
town. The air isn’t moving around you, you feel like you’re running through
water. You can hear noises from the next street over, a car horn, the distorted bass from a subwoofer.
You slow down and walk into the diner. The waitress looks up and glares
at you, but you take a seat anyway. Away from the air conditioner that isn’t
blowing any air but rattles louder and louder each time you glance over at
it. The waitress starts blending a milkshake, the noise loud and abrasive.
Another patron is banging his spoon against his coffee mug.
A waitress brings some water to your table and slams it down. You can
hear the water vibrating in against the sides of the glass. Her kitten heels
send shockwaves of sound through your brain as she walks away.
You have to leave here. It’s too hot, too noisy. The air isn’t moving at all,
everything is too much.
You get up to leave, and the waitress asks you where you’re going,
sweetie. You keep walking, but she calls after you again. You turn around
and lunge. Over the counter, onto the floor. You grab a knife and the other
waitress screams, so you lunge toward her next. The other patron isn’t
moving, just staring at you. You look at him, and you walk away. You light
a cigarette in the doorway.
Outside, you’re already soaked and sticky. You start running back down
the road, toward the gas station. It takes hours to get home.
The barking surrounds you again as you reach your house, and you turn
toward your neighbor’s instead. You head into the backyard, toward the
kennels.
You hear your neighbor screaming, but you don’t turn around. It’s too
loud. The barking is too loud. You need to make it quiet again. The noise
needs to stop. She needs to stop screaming.
You turn around and walk toward the house.
When the screaming stops, you walk back home. You strip off your
sticky clothes and hop in the shower. You lie down in bed and go to sleep.
You wake up to silence.
I can feel something wet on the pillow. I reach up and touch the side of
my head. It’s sticky and warm.
There are red and blue lights reflecting against the windows of my house
and there’s hard plastic beneath me. I can see a police officer moving his
mouth, but he’s not talking. There’s no sound anywhere. Everything is silent and calm. The wind is blowing. There must be a storm coming.
Someone from the ambulance wraps gauze around my ears. He leans
me back against the white-sheeted stretcher and buckles me in. The ambulance starts moving. The paramedic is looking at me, talking. But I can’t
hear him. I can’t hear anything.
I close my eyes.
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THE BATTLE FOR CRYSTAL HILL
Parker Spadt

Prologue
Ever since the battle of Crystal Hill, the world has been a shit-hole. The
cobblestone streets of Jerricho have been riddled with everything from
blood to brains, and nobody seems to notice. Buildings that seem to lean
in on each other, creaking and moaning as the decaying wood planks grow
weaker with each passing hour, line the streets and every so often, seem
to topple from the pressure of the despair of those inside. The once proud
walls of Jerricho lay in shambles and what is left of them has been turned
into places for homeless to take shelter, and scoundrels to hide. The world
is not a good place. Those who rule, control the people with an iron fist,
and those who follow, do so reluctantly out of fear for their lives. I do neither; I don’t rule, and I certainly don’t follow. I’m a ghost. The citizens call
me Phantom. Appearing and disappearing on command. You only see me
if I want you to see me. They say its magic, I say it’s a trick of the lighting,
I’m good at what I do. I prefer to go by my given name however, Kipp. I’m
a free-lance pocket picker turned professional thief.
I wasn’t always this way, I used to have hopes and dreams. I used to
have a family, and a manor on the top of the hill. You name it, I had it.
My father was a government official for the previous regime, a dedicated
politician and a good man. A wealthy man with power and gold to last a
lifetime. Those days, the world was bright. People filled the streets, and the
economy had never been better. Travelers came from far and wide to see
our beautiful city and Jerricho boomed. The city expanded so quickly that
new districts required new officials to watch over them. I lived in the oldest
part of town and life was good.
Looking back now, I don’t know how we weren’t prepared for what happened. Whispers of men with the ability to control aspects of nature, body
and spirit began to make their way to my father. Men with the supposed
power to manipulate the physical world however they pleased began to
make a name for themselves in the Southern cities. Tales of firebreathers
engulfing entire buildings traveled North from the Eastern city of Zora,
and those with the ability to posses the minds of any living being made
their way from the West. Jerricho was surrounded by tales of sorcerers and
wizards but we did not care. Our city was mighty, our walls thick and tall
and our regime strong. Or so we thought.
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hear him. I can’t hear anything.
I close my eyes.
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THE BATTLE FOR CRYSTAL HILL
Parker Spadt
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You see, wizards were always fascinating to me growing up. Dreams of the
ability to do whatever I wanted, granted I had the knowledge to do so, motivated me to be the most studious child on Crystal Hill. I wanted to be a
wizard with all my heart. When the other children were out watching warriors practice swordplay, or admiring royalty strolling through the cobbled
streets, I spent every spare moment I had in my fathers’ library trying to
decipher old manuscripts and learn new spells to attempt. I never knew if
the books I was scouring had any magical knowledge locked inside, but I
did not care. I read them all nonetheless. Because of this, I learned many
different languages by the time I was eleven. My obsession drove my father
mad.

“I did it!” I exclaimed, “I actually did it! I performed a spell Father! I
just levitated a leaf!” My father did not match my enthusiasm.
“Son, I have had enough of this obsession of yours. There is no such
thing as magic.
There are no wizards, and the threat you read about while sneaking
through my study, was nothing more than a group of Jokes and Jesters
causing mischief in faraway lands. I suggest if you do not want to be punished further, you do not enter my study without permission again. Including this little intrusion.”
“Father you didn’t see it. I watched it happen, there is no way that my
leaf could have just done that on its own.”
“Kipp, my boy…” my father said to me, casting his eyes downward toward the mountain of papers massing on his desk, “I want to show you
something.” He then handed me a wanted poster for a sorcerer named
Chadwick One-Eye. Bounty, a measly 100 gold pieces.
“I’m going to show you something Kipp, something no eleven-year-old
boy should see, but I have had enough of this.” We left my fathers’ study
and made our way out the grand double doors and into the sunshine. It
was a crisp Autumn afternoon, much like any other in Jerricho.
The sun was shining warm rays down on the city, but the wind was
blowing cold, winter air through the treetops, releasing orange and red
leaves from their hold on swaying branches. My father walked swiftly, to
the point where I had to jog to keep up behind him.
“Where are we going?” I would ask every so often to no reply from him.
He just kept walking the same pace until we reached the city. We marched
through the gates of the immense walls and immediately went left directly
followed by a right, we went through a stone archway, took another right
and went down into a tunnel, we reached a set of iron doors that looked as

if they had been installed by Death himself.
“Kipp, I need you to understand that what you are about to see is to stay
locked within that mind of yours, okay? Nobody can know that we were
here, or we will both be locked away for good.”
The look on my father’s face gave me chills down my spine. Little hairs
on my arms and neck stood on end, and my mouth was void of any liquid
whatsoever.
“Yes Father,” I tried to say, but did not manage to utter a single sound.
He could tell I was frightened. I was.
My father was not a large man, but he was built for battle, that was obvious by his broad shoulders, thin waist and large hands, but had chosen
a life of intellect instead. He was only around thirty-five years old, but already commanded the respect of almost everybody in the city. A powerless
man could not have accomplished such a thing.
He looked like a warrior, but he was the most gentle man I had ever
met. When my mother was alive, I watched him treat her like a spring
flower. He touched her as if she was the most precious thing in the world,
and to him she was. When she died in childbirth, he broke. Where once
was a steady man, strong and proud, was now a frame of a legend in the
making. I had never seen my father lose his temper before, I had never
seen him threaten anybody and certainly never seen him physically injure
someone. When he looked at me that day, when he opened those metal
doors, I knew that was all about to change.
Producing a large ring of keys, he had tucked away in his dress coat, he
looked through them until he found one that fit the metal door perfectly.
A jagged silver key with a miniature clenched bone fist as the handle. He
plunged the key into the hole and turned the tumbler. The lock made a
loud hollow sound and the door creaked open ever so slightly. The sound
the death doors made when they opened is one I’ll never forget. As if a
thousand tortured souls screamed out at once, the large hinges struggled
to rotate until the door was wide enough for both of us to walk through
simultaneously.
Inside, the room was nothing special, simply a large chamber filled with
cells and in the center was a wooden table, similar to a dining table at an
inn, the floors were composed of large stones flattened and polished, and
the walls were brick that matched the streets outside. This room looked as
if it had been lost to the world. Torches placed evenly on the walls lit the
space, but regardless of how hard the flame tried, it seemed to maintain a
dim level of lighting. The walls dripped as moisture from the earth seeped
through the cracks in the brick and left a musty smell in the air. Pools of
condensed water lay scattered in spots where the ground had not been leveled properly casting reflections throughout the chamber. The only sign of
life was the coughing coming from a cell in the far corner. That and I could
have sworn there was a constant, low humming. Somewhere inaudible,
but perceivable. Before I could mention it, my father yelled out.
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“Chadwick! You have a visitor.” My fathers’ voice was not his own.
I followed closely to my father as he walked to the back corner and
unlocked the door to the cell, swinging it open easily. The figure did not
move, emerald green eyes watched intently as my father made a motion to
enter the cell. I wondered why they called him “One-Eye,” he clearly had
two eyes.
“No, stay away from me.” Chadwick bellowed
My father grabbed him by the collar with an iron grip and drug him out
of the cell towards the table in the center of the room. As I got closer to
the centerpiece I noticed all the dried blood. This coupled by my fathers’
instant change in demeanor made the sight almost unbearable.
Slamming the smaller man down on the surface of the table with ease,
my father restrained him and took a step back as if contemplating what to
do with a trapped insect.
“Go sit over there Kipp.” My father commanded, pointing me in the direction of a small desk and chair. “I want you to pay very close attention to
what is about to happen because I will not be having this discussion about
magic ever again.”
He then grabbed my shoulder and turned me toward the chair he had
previously pointed out. The room became clearer to me now as my eyes
adjusted to the lighting. I could see the beads of sweat rolling down my
father’s head, down his cheeks and off his chin. I could see the veins in the
arms of the captured wizard bulging against the restraints. The cuffs were
incredibly tight.
Looking over my shoulder as I walked, I could also see the pleading eyes
of the captured man, who for lack of hope did not say a word, but simply
looked at an eleven-year-old boy in despair, spending what seemed to be
his final moments in the presence of strangers, far from home.
Suddenly as if a giant had dropped a book on a neglected bookshelf,
millions of dust particles fell from the ceiling raining down all throughout the room. To me, this seemed unnatural but my father was not in the
slightest bothered by it.
“Now tell us; are you, or are you not a wizard?” My father’s voice sounded as if it could cut the man’s flesh itself. Chadwick couldn’t have been
more than nineteen years old, laying on a table shaking, waiting whatever
punishment he did or did not deserve.
“No. I’ve told you before, I am not a wizard. I don’t know what you are
talking about. I’m from Jerricho, I grew up in the Moonlight district. My
father is a butcher. I have no money, I have no education, how do you expect me to learn how to be a sorcerer?”
“Lies!” The weight of all the stories arriving about evil sorcerers and
stress from their relevance leaking into my father’s words.
“I promise you, I am not lying. I don’t know how my name got mixed
up in all of this, but I just want to go home.” The young man began to sob
quietly.

“So, you aren’t a wizard?” I could tell my father did not believe him. I
did not know why, but I did. I wanted to believe he was innocent, I wanted
to see him released from the bindings and go home to his family.
“No.”
My father made his way around the table slowly, dragging his finger
around the outline of the boy as he walked. His brow in stark contrast to
his calm outside appearance. He was deep in thought. He circled Chadwick
three times and suddenly placed his hand on his leg. Chadwick jumped in
fear only to be reminded that he was bound to a table. The veins on his
forearms were so full of blood that his hands were white, they looked as if
any slight movement would cause them to burst and all his blood would
spill on the floor effectively removing the relevance of his guilt or innocence.
With his hand still gripping his captives’ leg my father did something I
never would have guessed. He grabbed a knife off the table and placed it
gently against Chadwick’s forearm.
Tracing the bulging veins with the tip, he ever so slightly applied pressure. Blood burst through the skin as a river would burst through a weak
dam. Chadwick screamed in agony as red blood gushed out onto the table.
He would not survive another cut. He would not survive this cut for long.
The ground shook, and more dust fell from the ceiling. This time my
father glanced up to inspect and something inside of me told me that I
needed to act. My father was not a bad man, but he was broken. Shattered
into a million pieces that would never be pieced together again. As my father was distracted I got up out of my chair and sprinted towards the table.
I grabbed a cuff and attempted to free Chadwick One-Eye. To this day, I do
not know why.
My father grabbed me and tossed me aside with ease, but this gave
Chadwick the delay he needed. He burst out of his restraints and his arms
were engulfed in flame. The cut seared itself shut and his emerald eyes
were replaced by blazing orange balls. He faced by father, liquid flame
dripping off his arms onto the floor causing the uncertain light to flare and
spread.
“No!” I screamed, “I helped you.”
Chadwick turned to look at me, arm protruding out in my direction uttered, “Compassion only gets you killed quicker boy.”
As he finished his sentence a beam of searing liquid flame shot out of his
hand headed straight for me. I didn’t have time to react. I simply sat there
and stared in awe at the beauty that would any moment engulf me. I had
been right, this whole time, I had been right. Sorcerers are real. Wizards
are real.
I came to my senses to realize that I was not dead after all. I had been
surrounded by a protective field. But how? The liquid flame still coming at
me, pooling on the floor, dripping down the protective wall much like the
water dripping down the walls of the chamber.
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Frantically scanning the room, I could see my father some feet away
arms out in my direction. Sweat pouring off his brow as he struggled to
maintain the protection spell against the torrent of flame.
“Father.” I managed to croak though my throat was once again dry.
My father did not answer, instead he clapped his hands together horizontally in front of his chest and the protective wall solidified.
Chadwick, in awe, focused on my father now. Throwing his arm back
to prepare another bout of flame. My father, hands together still, pulled
them apart slowly, creating a ball of green energy surging and flickering
in the dark room. As Chadwick sent his liquid flame, so did my father hurl
his energy ball. The magic collided in the middle sending an energy wave
through the room. Knocking me off my feet sending a ringing through my
entire body.
Dust fell from the ceiling again, this time extinguishing the flames
bringing the room to total darkness.
“You will not win this battle.” Chadwick whispered from the darkness.
“Even if you defeat me, the real battle is not here. Your precious city burns.
Your proud wall falls as we speak, and your pompous politicians and royals all lay dead where they stood.”
My father did not answer, instead, a beam green of energy shot to the
part of the room where Chadwick spoke from.
“You do not understand, I am the darkness. I am the scourge sent to rid
the world of men like you. I am Malmat, the greatest sorcerer to ever live
and I have come to destroy everything you hold dear.” In that moment,
Chadwick’s weak voice transformed into a malicious, deep tone of pure
darkness. Chadwick was no more. Malmat had shown his true form.
My father shot another beam from a different part of the room. The two
men were moving in circles, avoiding the detection of the other, waiting
for a moment to strike. My father sent blast after blast of energy balls all to
no avail.
Through the barrage of assaults, I noticed a reflection slightly to my
right. Not enough to detect what it was, but anything to protect myself was
better than nothing. Crawling along the floor on all fours, careful not to
make a sound I ran my hands along the smooth stones until something bit
my finger. I felt warm blood seep out of a wound where my hand ran across
the knife blade my father had used to cut Malmat. I heard another thump
but this time no dust fell. The dust must have all fallen when the energy
blast went off.
As soon as I secured the knife a hand grabbed my shoulder and hoisted
me to my feet.
“We need to get out of here now.” Whispered my father. “This man is
much too powerful for me alone.”
We made our way towards the direction we thought the exit was. Dropping the knife, I followed my father blind. The amount of questions filling
my mind made me think my head would explode. I wanted to know so

much about the world my father had obviously been hiding from me. Had
I performed magic?
Creeping down the corridor we slowly found our way to the door. Malmat’s voice could be heard taunting us back toward the way we had come.
The light was slowly seeping through the door and my eyes were adjusting
slowly as we got closer to the way out.
I was overcome with pride for my father. He had protected me from the
most powerful sorcerer alive. He was a hero. Maybe he had found purpose
again and would be able to rebuild his life. All of my emotions came out in
one burst and I couldn’t help but throw myself on my father.
Embracing him in the biggest hug I had ever given I realized too late,
that I had been tricked. This was not my father, but Malmat himself. Immediately upon my discovery, Malmat snatched me by the throat and lifted me into the air to look him in the eyes. His emerald green eyes were
back to normal and in any other circumstance I would have found them
beautiful. I find it interesting that in moments of sheer terror, or distress,
my mind wanders to the most peculiar things.
“Your father is dead boy. I ripped out his heart with my own hands.
You will have your proof soon enough when you join him in the afterlife.”
Malmat made a point to loosen his grip just slightly so that I maintained
consciousness and opened the door before us. Dropping me to the ground
and grabbing me by the back of my hair, he led me out of the tunnel.
A red blaze met us immediately on exiting. Jerricho was on fire. The
walls crumbled, people were running through the streets and bodies were
everywhere. Malmat walked me to the edge of destruction and held me
there for all to see.
“See the might of what I am?”
The scene played out so slowly. Women running through the streets
screaming, their gowns on fire. Men laying dismembered over their deceased families. Everywhere I looked there was destruction. I saw a
young man attempt to fight back against his assailant only to get a fire
ball punched through his chest, leaving a cannonball sized hole where his
heart once was. The world as I knew it was over. I thought back to the fight
between Malmat and my father. The battle replayed itself in my head. If
my father couldn’t beat him, there was no way I could. I was hopeless.
“I am darkness…” played in my head over and over. Something about it
stuck out to me.
I did not have time to figure it out however, because Malmat looked
over at me, grabbed me by the shoulder, knelt down and looked me in the
face.
“It’s time to join your father.” He reached back his hand preparing to
strike.
I did the only thing I could think to do at the time.
“I am darkness. I am darkness. I am darkness.” Over and over through
my mind.
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Malmat threw his final blow, but I was gone. I was darkness. I had
morphed into shadow, into the thing that concealed me while my last remaining family member had been killed. Dumbfounded Malmat searched
around frantically. Unable to believe he had been out played by a boy. I
was gone. Walking in shadow back to Crystal Hill.
Amidst burning buildings, people dying and a society crumbling I found
the one thing to keep me safe. I had no one left, my family was gone, and
I fell into a deep self-inflicted confinement. My newly found magic was
my home now. Nobody would take that away from me. I had to learn how
to control it, or find somebody to teach me how, only I did not want to be
around anybody. I began to use my abilities to steal. At first just to get by,
but then I started hitting bigger targets. I made a name for myself and had
a comfortable living. Years would pass before I realized I could use my
magic for good. But that is a story for another time.
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FICTION

LIZZIE AND JESSICA
Emma McMullen

June 2, 1958 22:07
“Ay Frank, come take a looksie at this.”
Frank, a man of little interest in taking a “looksie” at anything, took a
deep breath and turned around. Gerry stood a few feet away on the other
side of the small boat.
“Frank, over here!” Gerry was waving him over so vigorously that the
boat rocked.
“I can see it from here, Gerry.” Gerry was a short, round man who wanted nothing more than Frank’s approval.
“No, really, you have to see this.” Gerry held a bulky beige machine over
the water. Its needles traced patterns on a paper which Gerry was reeling
out.
“No, I really don’t think I —“ The machine drew a massive spike. “Cut
the engines.”
Gerry stumbled over and turned the key to the boat. It sputtered to a
stop.
“What was that?” Frank was alarmed by the sputtering sound.
Gerry shrugged, then pointed to the gas gauge that was pointing dangerously close to the empty end of the meter.
“Gerry.” Frank’s face turned beet red. “Why the fuck didn’t you fill up
the gas tank before we took this damn thing all the way out here?”
Gerry stumbled back over to cower by the edge of the boat. “But, come
look at—“
“Yes, thank you Gerry, I know what the spike on the paper means.”
Frank straightened his mustache hairs. “It’s deep enough, let’s drop the
cargo here.”
“Boss, I don’t think that’s a good idea. We’re right above deep water, but
all around, the water is relatively shallow. Looks like maybe reefs and cliffs
and things.”
“Gerry, you should have thought of that an hour ago when we left the
shore. We don’t have the time or the gas to go further, and your stupid
machine says it’s deep here. Drop the cargo.”
Gerry nodded. “Hey Frank, do you really think the concrete and metal
will keep the stuff in?”
“Yes, Gerry. For a while anyway.”
They struggled to lift the metal canisters painted in yellow, but managed to
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throw them overboard. Once all twelve were sinking into the water, Gerry
pointed to his watch urgently.
“You’re right for once. Let’s hustle back. I have paperwork to do.”
A shadow hung in the water, watching them leave. Silent, it pushed forward and down into the depths of the ocean.
Once the men made it back to the shore, they placed a sign.
“Put your back into it.” Frank was always yelling. They hammered a
metal rod into the marsh, then screwed in a triangular radioactive sign.
Gerry wrung his hands.
July 22, 1971 15:51
Jessica squinted through the viewfinder of her polaroid. A variety of
fishes swam in their separate chambers in the aquarium. She snapped pictures of the fish, and as they printed out, she labeled them by time, location, and species. A massive shark lumbered around its glass enclosure,
moving from corner to corner.
“Do you think he’s lonely?” Jessica asked.
“She, dear.”
Jessica scrunched up her eyebrows at her mother, who peered over her
glasses to read the piece of paper posted next to the tank.
Jessica’s mother read it aloud. “We are proud to announce that our very
own Lizzie is pregnant. All of our efforts to mate her have finally succeeded. We expect her to give birth on Thursday or Friday. Until that time,
we’ll continue to allow her to move throughout the entirety of her tank.”
“She’s going to have a baby?”
“Well, yes, it appears that way.” Her mother paused, and shook her
head. “Carcharodon carcharias are not supposed to be held in captivity,
you know.” She turned and walked away.
Jessica stayed parked in her position, waiting for the perfect angle for a
picture of Lizzie.
“Jessica, come along now.”
A cloud of blood spread around the great white shark. Gasps erupted
around Jessica as the aquarium-goers stopped to witness the sight. Lizzie writhed and twisted in impossible ways. Her teeth gnashed wildly at
the water. Small bits of flesh floated from her, exuding their own cloud of
blood. Lizzie floundered, her fins whipping the pink water into a foam of
bubbles. Confusion set in amongst the crowd. People pushed and yelled.
The shark twitched a final time, and fell limp.
“Mom!” Jessica turned to search for her mother. Instead, a crowd of
people rushed past her. A large woman knocked her out of the way, and
she fell back against the glass of the exhibit. Her vision wobbled. Melted
dip n dots stained her jeans. Reeling, she stood up, and turned to face the
glass. A great white pup stared at her, face to face, from the other side of
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the glass. Inches away. Beady, dark eyes locked with hers. Its face was
marked up with bloody teeth marks from where its mother had bitten it in
desperation to live.
An alarm went off, and a voice came on over the intercom. “Please proceed to the nearest exit. This area is now closed.”
“Jessica?” Her mother called for her through the panicked crowd that
had formed. “Jessica, where are you?”
Jessica followed the masses out of the exhibit, but the shark glided silently beside her. Each time she looked back, those eyes were still digging
into hers.
The crowd emptied out into the lobby, where Jessica lost sight of the
pup.
“Jessica, how dare you run away like that? What happened? Look at
me!”
August 13, 2000 00:31
When the lights turn off, he’s there, stalking the halls with only his
flashlight to lead the way. Aquariums aren’t as popular now, and some of
the emergency lights had fizzled out yesterday. The floor-to-ceiling windows enclosed massive creatures. They had just received a new exhibit the
other day.
“Stupid, good for nothing…” He could never get the door to the featured
exhibit unlocked. He fiddled with the key, shaking it, twisting it, cranking it. With annoyance, he slammed his hip into the door, sending it flying open. He stumbled forward. “Fine, good then.” He turned and locked
the door behind him. That’s when he heard the thud on the six-inch-thick
plexiglass. He whipped around, but saw nothing there. The domed sixty-foot tall tank was quiet.
He whistled shakily as he went around checking that all the fire extinguishers were where they ought to be and marking which of the lights were
still out. They needed this new exhibit to bring people in, otherwise who
knows if they’d ever be able to get them fixed.
There it was again — the thud. A creaking sound ached through the
room. Another thud. Followed by another and another. Each made the
walls shudder. Each exacerbated the crack in the glass that separated the
shark from him. The creature was hurdling itself at full speed against the
tank wall. The cracked glass weakened with every blow. The man was
frozen in place, petrified. His flashlight fell to the ground. Walls of water
gushed out, carrying the dark creature with them. Plexiglass crashed down
all around him. He snapped to attention, running for the door. Within
seconds however, the running turned to awkward lunging as the water enveloped him. His uniform weighed him down as it soaked up the water. He
fought the urge to gasp for breath as the dark aquarium around him flood95
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ed. Large shadows floated past him. They say to swim whichever way the
bubbles go, but he was out of bubbles. Against the burning in his throat, he
kicked until his body went limp. The massive creature brushed up against
him, knocking him in spirals, down to the bottom, thirty feet below. His
flashlight’s blue LED light penetrated the water, as it spun in spirals parallel to his. He couldn’t breathe. He couldn’t breathe.
August 16, 2000 6:04
A woman in a lab coat snapped the newspaper that she read as she
turned to the next page. Her name tag read Jessica Bauer. She spun her
desk chair from side to side.
One of her lab assistants walked up to her. Only their black hair could
be seen around the massive pages. “Did you see the story about that shark
they’re putting down? Tragic stuff.”
“Hm. No.” She rifled through the pages. “Oh, I see it here.”

Jessica feverishly rifled through the pages.
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Jessica’s eyes widened. “We need to leave. Now.”
The lab assistants shared glances of confusion and exasperation.
“I said now!” Jessica shuffled papers and grabbed her laptop, jogging to
the door.
“Come on,” one of the lab assistants whined. “Do we really have to?”
“We’ve got a mutated 30 foot Carcharodon carcharias.”
One of the others rolled their eyes. “You can just say great white, you
know. We’re not studying for a vocab quiz.”
Jessica put her hands on her hips. “Do you want in or not?”
She stayed quiet.
“Good. I need everyone to be ready with their laptops and any research
on cartilage, effects of nuclear waste on sea creatures, the Louisiana coast.
Everything. We’re headed to New Orleans.”
August 16, 2000 19:46
The water shimmered with the rainbow of an oil spill, but appeared
to go on forever for lack of seeing the bottom of the water. All but one of
several people standing around the edge of the water wore blue jumpsuits
which read:
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A man threw up his hands, setting off a cascade of commentary.
“Where do you think it is?”
“I don’t care to find out.”
“How are we going to get his corpse out?”
“Hers. Not his. Hers.”
“It’s not like he can reach out and grab a buoy.”
“Enough.” A man wearing a suit stepped back. “These vicious creatures
are known for their tendency to bounce from the top to the bottom of any
body of water they’re in. It’ll come up soon enough.” He pulled a contraption out of his breast pocket, along with a small box.
The group grumbled, adjusting their clipboards.
“Once it does, we’ll be ready.” He set about sticking six small stickers
around the edges of the water. Each sticker was attached to a thin, curly
wire which led back up to the small black box.
A grey shadow hovered beneath the surface of the water.
A smile grew on the man’s face.
Behind him, the doors at the top of the stairs burst open. Jessica stepped
into the dark room. The shark made a ripple in the water as it surfaced.
“Little Lizzie?” Jessica ran down the stairs. She knelt down near the
edge, crawling closer to the shark. She leaned closer to the edge. Little Lizzie’s eyes stared up at her from just under the water. Jessica held her gaze
for a second, but broke away when she saw six small stickers with thin,
almost clear wires.
The man motioned to the other animal control workers. They moved in
toward Jessica.
She saw the remote in the man’s hand. His thumb hovered over the red
button. “Wait!”
The animal control workers grabbed her, pulling her back from the side.
“You don’t need to do this.”
The man walked up to the edge of the water. He stared down at the
shark. His thumb came down onto the button. A blue shock current spread
from the box across the water.
“No!” As he pressed it, Jessica broke free. Her jaw clenched, she lunged
forward, and knocked him into the water. He and the shark spasmed with
the electricity, and fell side by side in the water, limp.
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